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Abstract 

Integrating Imperfect Machines and Unmindful Users:  

Assessing Human-Bot Hybrid Designs for Managing Discussions in Online Communities 

 

Xinyu Fu, PhD 

 

University of Pittsburgh, 2023 

 

 

 

 

Modern intelligent machines, developed through large-scale data instead of rules, are no 

longer passive tools waiting to be used, but take proactive actions and work as a co-worker with 

human agents. They are, admittedly, still imperfect. As a result, machines are often deployed in 

hybrid "assemblage" configurations that require active human interventions in the workflow. This 

dissertation examined such a collaborative workflow involving an artificial intelligence (AI) bot 

and a human to manage inappropriate discussions in the context of online communities. I simulated 

a bot-assisted news discussion forum where users can affirm or override bot-flagged inappropriate 

comments. Based on the Information Systems (IS) delegation framework, I examine the main 

attributes of human agents (cognition), agentic IS artifacts (imperfection), and the delegation 

mechanisms between these two agents: complacency potential. Cognition, or the "generation 

effect," occurs when people are asked to explain the bot's activities rather than being told of its 

flaws. The imperfection has two folds: bots' accuracy and bots' valence. Complacency potential 

refers to users' tendencies to over-rely on the bot and lack awareness of monitoring the bot's 

actions. With 1650 subjects over five lab experiments, I found that, on average, users aided by the 

bot achieved higher decision quality than the ones unaided by the bot. The users that were 

prompted to provide self-explanation were able to better detect the bot’s errors than others. By 

deploying the bot at lower accuracy levels, I found that digital platforms may compensate for the 

lower accuracy of bots by getting users’ active involvement, but there is a threshold level of a bot’s 



 v 

accuracy below which the bot will not improve the performance of users. Furthermore, the users 

who encountered a positive bot that recommended good content had higher levels of engagement 

with the online community relative to those who encountered a negative bot that flagged 

inappropriate content. Lastly, I found that users who provided a self-generated explanation about 

bots’ actions perceived a higher level of responsibility to monitor the bots’ performance, but 

remained willing to delegate the moderation work to the bot.  
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1.0 Introduction 

In modern society, automation is ubiquitous. To boost efficiency, robots or software bots 

are increasingly deployed to perform tasks formerly carried out by humans (Davis and Hufnagel 

2007, Millman and Hartwick 1987, Parasuraman and Riley 1997, Sandberg et al. 2020). Recent 

advances in deep learning have shifted the focus of Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems away from 

static rules toward dynamic learning that is superior at processing unstructured data such as text, 

image, audio and video (Lecun et al. 2015). As a result, these bots can automate complex problems 

such as predicting a toxic comment, classifying image content, and analyzing facial expressions 

(Tarantola 2017). While these bots are generally reliable, they are not error-free and are often 

deployed in hybrid "assemblage" configurations that involve active human intervention in the 

workflow (Rai et al. 2019). For instance, in a workflow design the bot may provide a 

recommendation, which can be subsequently approved or overridden by humans. The bot can 

provide recommendations based on data and algorithms, while the human can provide context and 

expertise, ultimately making a more informed decision.  

Such expectation of users' active involvement while working with a bot arises from the 

agentic nature of learning-based systems. As Baird and Maruping (2021) suggested, learning-

based systems are no longer passive tools waiting to be used, but rather "agentic." This means that 

they are no longer always subordinate to the human agent, which leads to ambiguous requirements 

of the responsibility for tasks. Indeed, for traditional decision support systems, system owners 

(e.g., companies, developers) are held more responsible for spotting system mistakes than end-

users. These systems were created by specialists and are based on explicit standards, so errors are 

usually foreseeable (Jussupow et al. 2021). In other words, if one error is discovered, it is possible 
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to address a group of similar errors at the same time. However, users of learning-based systems, 

which have lately become increasingly popular, are required to engage in the error-catching 

process; otherwise, they may be more prone to automated mistakes. Learning-based systems' 

mechanisms are "black boxes," resulting in more unforeseen mistakes (Simester et al. 2020), since 

they are developed with a data-driven approach. Unlike static traditional decision-support systems, 

machine learning-based systems continually "learn" through how users interact with them 

(Jussupow et al. 2021). If end-users are unable to detect faults in learning-based systems, low-

quality data will be fed into the loop, allowing the system to "learn" from faulty and even incorrect 

user input (Neff and Nagy 2016).   

Therefore, organizations implementing such bots typically warn users about their potential 

limitations and seek active user vigilance of bots’ actions in order to mitigate overreliance on 

imperfect bots and avoid serious accidents (Baker 2020, Jussupow et al. 2021, Lambrecht and 

Tucker 2017). However, it is often the case that such disclaimers are insufficient for triggering 

desired monitoring behaviors in users (Castelo et al. 2019, You et al. 2022). Prior research has 

documented that users, even when made aware that algorithms are imperfect, tend to have elevated 

expectations on their accuracy and heavily rely on them (Galletta et al. 1996, Gunaratne et al. 

2018, Logg et al. 2019). At the same time, studies have also revealed that algorithm aversion sets 

in when users notice even small errors made by bots, and aversive users tend to withhold tasks 

from bots, which negates any expected performance boosts from AI deployment (Burton et al. 

2020, Dietvorst et al. 2015). On average, the decision-making quality of humans who do not rely 

on assistance from bots is no better than that of a well-developed and finely-tuned algorithm 

(Dietvorst et al. 2015, Wickens and Dixon 2007). Hence, a nontrivial challenge is to alert users 

about a bot’s imperfections in a way that prompts them to detect erroneous actions of the bot but 
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without causing algorithmic aversion. This involves managing users’ expectations about the bot 

and designing a human-AI collaborative environment in a way that users do not blindly follow the 

bot's advice but intervene to override erroneous bot actions, and at the same time evoke users’ 

willingness to leverage the bot’s typical strengths in highly scalable data processing, pattern 

detection, and prediction steps involved in the decision-making process. 

To achieve this objective, I followed the Information Systems (IS) delegation theoretical 

framework (Baird and Maruping 2021) to theorize the human-AI collaborative relationship that 

improves overall decision quality. I focused on the workflow design where the bot provides a 

recommendation, which can be subsequently approved or overridden by humans. Based on their 

3-step guidance, I examined one relevant attribute of human agent (cognitive capabilities), one 

main relevant attribute of AI agent (imperfection), as well as foundational mechanisms of 

delegation. 

To boost human agents’ cognitive capabilities when working with the bot, I propose to 

capitalize on the cognitive phenomenon known as the “generation effect” (McCurdy et al. 2020). 

Explanations generated by individuals through self-explanation is known to be better retained and 

more easily retrieved than information that is simply presented to the individuals. This is because 

generating an explanation requires individuals to actively engage with the context, which triggers 

a deeper level of processing and promotes the ability to make more connections between different 

pieces of information gathered from the context (Hitron et al. 2019, Keil 2006). In contrast, when 

individuals are directly presented with an insight or explanation, they may be more passive in their 

processing of the material and may not engage with it deeply (Metcalfe 2017).  

A human-AI collaboration design that takes advantage of the generation effect would 

prompt users to generate their own explanations of a bot’s actions and more actively discover any 
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errors made by the bot (Keith and Frese 2008). I propose that such a design would be more 

effective than commonly practiced procedural training approaches that directly inform users about 

bot imperfections. When users generate self-explanations about the bot’s actions, such as asking 

"please provide an explanation about how the bot may come to this suggestion," they would realize 

that the task at hand is challenging and are more likely to develop a sympathetic attitude towards 

the bot, which would serve to counteract any negative emotions that trigger algorithm aversion. In 

addition, users who better understand the bot’s imperfections and working mechanisms would 

continue to collaborate with the bot, as they would be motivated to rectify errors and help the 

underlying AI system to learn from the user-generated fixes.  Thus, a human-AI collaborative task 

design that leverages the generation effect can be expected to better engage users for error 

detection and contribute to higher decision-making quality. 

In addition, I am also interested in testing whether the effect of self-generated explanations 

could endure over multiple tasks. Individuals’ cognitive resources may deplete when engaging 

with more tasks and thus, the benefits of self-generated explanation may diminish as users progress 

through multiple tasks (Sternberg 2000). Specifically, I seek to determine whether the benefits of 

self-generated explanations can spill over to subsequent tasks, or whether they are limited to the 

immediate task following the self-explanation prompt. 

From the perspective of an AI agent, I am interested in examining how the impact of the 

generation effect on decision-making varies with the level of a bot’s imperfection (Hardin et al. 

2018, Schuetzler et al. 2020). Previous research on automation-induced complacency has 

suggested that reducing the accuracy level of an automated tool may be an effective way to reduce 

a decision maker’s complacency, as users may become hesitant to delegate work to a bot that is 

perceived as inaccurate (Parasuraman and Manzey 2010). With a reduced willingness to alleviate 
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workload to the less accurate bot, it remains unclear, however, whether users will realize a higher 

level of error detection and improve performance. In fact, as recently reported evidence shows, 

users may completely lose interest in working with algorithms perceived as inaccurate and their 

willingness to monitor the bot's performance would wane (Burton et al. 2020, Dietvorst et al. 

2015). I aim to explore whether users who are prompted to provide a self-explanation may react 

differently when working with a bot at various levels of accuracy.  

Furthermore, the valence of bots, which refers to their inherent positive or negative 

qualities, is another important factor to consider when designing and implementing automated 

systems. Depending on the type of task or function assigned to a bot, its valence can represent 

various types of imperfections that may affect its performance. For example, a bot with a positive 

valence may exhibit a tendency to be overly optimistic or take unnecessary risks, while a bot with 

a negative valence may be overly cautious or hesitant (Han et al. 2022, Zhang et al. 2010). It is 

essential to understand the potential imperfections associated with bots' valence, as this knowledge 

can inform decisions about the appropriate level of human oversight and intervention necessary to 

ensure optimal performance and outcomes.  

Finally, for exploring a tangible pathway through which the generation effect transpires to 

positively impact decision-making quality in human-AI collaborative tasks, I focused on 

Automation-induced complacency potential (Chan Fung 2021, Moray et al. 2000). In the human-

AI collaboration context, complacency is an unjustified assumption about the AI system, which 

may result in non-vigilance of the system’s errors (Singh et al. 1993). Specifically, complacency 

has been measured through two dimensions in prior research (Merritt et al. 2019): (a) Alleviating 

Workload: the attitude about using automation to ease workloads, and (b) Monitoring: the lack of 

degree of attention devoted to monitoring automated tasks. I propose that a human-AI 
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collaboration design that leverages self-generated explanations reduces automation-induced 

complacency potential, which, in turn, serves to improve overall decision-making quality.  

In summary, the purpose of this dissertation is to: (1) examine the effects of self-generated 

explanation on decision-making quality in a human-AI joint decision-making task; (2) explore 

whether the effects of explanation on decision-making quality will change with different levels of 

the bot’s accuracy and different bots’ valence; (3) explore the role of complacency as an underlying 

mechanism. I proposed to test these questions in a content moderation task. The content 

moderation task is particularly suitable for my study for the following reasons: First, assessing 

comments in a discussion forum is increasingly becoming a human-AI collaborative endeavor in 

many settings. For example, the New York Times, the Washington Post, and the Wall Street 

Journal have trained machine-learning algorithms with millions of labeled comments and get 

human users involved for the assessment of bot’s actions and edge cases (Marvin 2019). Bots 

implementing such machine-learning algorithms do make errors, and organizations deploying 

them desire to get feedback from human users for continuously training and improving the 

algorithms (Fügener et al. 2021a, b). Thus, the content moderation task provides a timely and 

relevant real-world context for our experiments. Second, assessing comments in online discussion 

forums is a general and typical real-world task that does not require any specialized training, as it 

has been reported that almost sixty percent of the worldwide population, or 4.76 billion of the 8.01 

billion people on the planet actively visit online communities (Kemp 2023). Finally, I chose the 

online discussion forum context to minimize users’ concerns about reporting errors. Within 

organizations, individuals may be reluctant to report errors, for example to avoid conflicts (Keith 

and Frese 2008, Zhao and Olivera 2006). Hence, I chose a context free from structural factors that 

may prevent individuals from detecting and reporting. In the next section, I discuss the practical 
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background of the content moderation, and why human-AI hybrid design can be a potential 

approach to managing online comments. 

1.1 Challenges of Managing Online Discussions  

Online communities have risen in popularity from the realm of computer hobbyist affinity 

groups, to society in general, and finally, to firms (Bapna et al. 2019, Ransbotham and Kane 2011). 

Organizations can benefit from online communities in multiple ways, such as acquiring new 

customers (Trusov et al. 2009), creating a network effect (Oestreicher-singer and Zalmanson 2013, 

Shriver et al. 2013), promoting information sharing (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006), improving 

companies’ understanding of customers and markets (Urban and Hauser 2004), and ultimately 

boosting sales of products and related customer expenditures (Clemons et al. 2006, Das and Chen 

2007). Given these advantages, operating online communities and managing user-generated 

content have become well-accepted as an important part of a digital platform’s strategy. The 

success of online communities depends on their members' continued contribution of high-quality 

content, as well as the proper and timely moderation of this user-generated content to ensure the 

community's long-term viability (Chen et al. 2018, Faraj et al. 2015, Johnson et al. 2014). 

Otherwise, inappropriate behaviors (e.g., trolling, cyberbullying) across various online 

communities will threaten users’ engagement (Barlett 2017, Gu et al. 2007).  

Nevertheless, the cost of managing the quality of a high volume of user-generated content 

is economically high for organizations and psychologically high for moderators (Feldman 2019) . 

For example, Facebook, with a worldwide reach of about 2.3 billion users, employs approximately 

15,000 moderators at $28,800 each (Feldman 2019) to identify and remove violent, sexually 
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explicit, and offensive content on the Internet (Thomas 2020). Similarly, the Guardian, which 

receives around twenty thousand comments every day, hires moderators to review and remove 

comments violating community rules; from 2010 to 2016, about 1.4 million noncompliant 

comments have been discarded by these moderators (Gardiner et al. 2016). The high cost of 

moderating user-generated content has prompted some platforms to suspend readers’ ability to 

comment on sensitive or controversial news items (Etim 2017), or like CNN.com, to shut down 

the online discussion feature altogether (Gross 2014).  

To alleviate the limits imposed by the restricted number of professional moderators, 

platforms tried crowdsourcing moderation duties to users. Unfortunately, such efforts often end in 

failure. For example, Civil Comments created a peer-review submission process to replicate face-

to-face social interactions, where commenters are required to score the civility of three randomly 

selected remarks before their own is rated by others (Bogdanoff 2015). The notion has sparked 

widespread attention, since users' self-governance is supposed to empower people to establish the 

community they desire (Lomas 2015). After three years, however, the platform's owners decided 

to shut it down, because community members downvoted comments with opposing opinions and 

the self-organizing community resulted in anarchy (Bogdanoff 2015). In short, the failure of Civil 

Comments demonstrates relying on users, at least solely relying on users, is not a feasible strategy.   

Another approach to helping reduce the workload of moderators and the associated costs 

is to automate the moderation process, especially using machine learning-based algorithms (i.e., 

bots) for moderation tasks (Tarantola 2017). The prediction technologies used by some moderation 

bots, using deep learning algorithms in conjunction with natural language processing (NLP), tend 

to have high accuracy, but for the foreseeable future they are unlikely to yield perfect 

classifications of real-world content into appropriate and inappropriate categories. Furthermore, 
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they have little transparency and, thus, have low predictability of errors (Jussupow et al. 2021). As 

a result, bots are often deployed in hybrid “assemblage” configurations that involve active human 

intervention in the content moderation workflow (Rai et al. 2019). For example, the New York 

Times, the Washington Post, and the Wall Street Journal reportedly train bots with millions of 

labeled comments and deploy these bots as decision aids for professional content moderators 

(Marvin 2019, Renner 2016). Retaining professional moderators in the workflow, however, limits 

the scalability of community deployment.  

Table 1 Approaches to Moderating Online Discussions 

 Professional moderators Crowdsourced to users Machine 

Professional 

moderators 

Moderators only: 

Costly; Limited Scalability 

  

Crowdsourced to 

users 

Moderator + Users: 

Low user involvement 

Users only: 

Users may not be accountable 

 

Machine Moderator + Machine: 

Still suffers from  

limited scalability 

Uesrs + Machine: 

User-Bot Hybrid Design:  

Current dissertation 

Machine only: 

Machines  

are imperfect 

 

The real-world applications showed that relying entirely on users or bots is ineffective. 

Additionally, assemblage configurations of professional moderators and machines, or assemblage 

configurations of professional moderators and users, continue to suffer from the problem of 

constrained scalability (See Table 1 for a summary). However, to the best of the authors’ 

knowledge, no study has been conducted on a hybrid user-machine approach. Specifically, 

platforms can deploy content moderation bots and depend on the judgments of end-users in the 

audience to verify the accuracy of the bot’s action. Such a crowdsourced approach to achieve 

human-AI assemblage for content moderation is scalable and assists in continuous improvement 

of the performance of the bot. 
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1.2 Assessing a Human-Bot Hybrid Design of Managing Online Discussions with IS 

Delegation Framework 

To explore the possibility of a human-bot hybrid design for content moderation, I adopted 

the IS delegation theoretical framework (Baird and Maruping 2021) to guide my designs. The IS 

delegation framework provides guidance to examine the relationship between human agent and 

agentic IS artifacts. A key characteristic of such agentic IS artifacts is that they are not passive 

tools waiting to be used, but can take proactive actions and not always subordinate to the human 

agent. Thus, when assessing a hybrid human-bot hybrid design, such a framework emphasizes the 

contribution from both agentic IS artifacts and human agents, but does not give primacy to human 

agency. The IS delegation framework provides a new perspective to examine the responsibility for 

tasks with ambiguous requirements between the human and agentic IS artifacts.  

Based on their guidelines, the first step is to identify and explicate the salient attributes of 

the task or desired outcome under study. In a crowdsourced, hybrid human-AI configuration for 

content moderation, there are two sets of desired outcomes. The first one is comment-moderation 

quality. In the hybrid human-AI design, end users are expected to interpret the bot’s action and 

verify its validity. It is, however, not clear that individual users can successfully augment their 

decision-making with bot advice (Burton et al. 2020, Jussupow et al. 2021). On the one hand, bots 

may provide valuable assistance to human moderators to quickly sift through voluminous content 

and identify inappropriate comments. On the other hand, evidence from prior literature highlights 

that users tend to routinely follow automated decision aids and overlook errors made by those 

decision aids even if the errors are obvious (Alberdi et al. 2004, Galletta et al. 1996, Maltz and 

Shinar 2004, Metzger and Parasuraman 2005). Thus, benefits from imperfect decision aids may 

be hard to realize because users often fail to reject incorrect system advice and tend to be misled 
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by them (Chan et al. 2017, Heart et al. 2011, Wickens and Dixon 2007). In addition, users may 

become averse to advice provided by the bot once they are aware of the bot’s erroneous actions, 

even as the bot’s algorithm learns from those errors (Dietvorst et al. 2015). The second desired 

outcome is engagement. It is an open empirical question how user engagement in online 

communities change in the presence of such a highly accurate but still imperfect bot. 

The second step is to identify and analyze salient delegation mechanisms relative to the 

task under study. As discussed in the previous section, a nontrivial challenge in hybrid human-AI 

design is to alert users about a bot’s imperfections in a way that prompts them to detect erroneous 

actions of the bot but without causing algorithmic aversion. Thus, the delegation mechanism of 

interest here is to understand users’ willingness to delegate tasks to the bot as well as their 

monitoring behaviors.  Accordingly, I identified the salient attributes of agents relative to the task 

and delegation mechanisms. The desired contribution from a human agent in a hybrid design is 

their cognitive capabilities, i.e., their understanding about the bot’s actions. As mentioned earlier, 

IT artifacts like imperfect bots can make end users vulnerable to simplification, following rules 

even when exceptions are needed (Butler and Gray 2006, Jussupow et al. 2021, Valorinta 2009). 

In order to improve the decision-making performance of users, it is crucial to improve the 

awareness of users about the imperfections of the decision aids and the need to systematically 

monitor their actions. Ackerman and Thompson (2017) propose that users can better monitor and 

control their decision-making using metacognition. When decision-making end users are aided by 

an imperfect bot, users need to not only monitor the progress of their own reasoning and problem 

solving but also the performance of the imperfect decision aid (Jussupow et al. 2021). By being 

actively involved in the task, end users can increase their awareness of the need to jointly monitor 

and regulate their own task activities along with the bot’s actions. When working with an imperfect 
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bot, prompting users to provide a self-explanation has the potential to mitigate users’ tendencies 

to blindly follow the bot’s advice and avoid being misled by the bot’s erroneous actions.  

I propose that end users can get actively involved by using the self-generated explanation 

technique. By pausing and explaining their observations, individuals uncover the underlying 

structure of task actions and acquire the knowledge for predicting and controlling their future 

actions (Keil 2006, Lombrozo 2006, Lombrozo and Carey 2006). When individuals provide 

explanations—even to themselves—they trigger metacognitive monitoring, process information 

more effectively, are more able to generalize what they have learned, and, therefore, are more 

readily able to apply their knowledge to novel situations. This phenomenon is known as the 

generation effect in cognitive psychology (McCurdy et al. 2020, Nass et al. 1994, Williams and 

Lombrozo 2013). To get individuals engaged with deeper thinking and exploration after 

encountering evidence that challenges their "assumptions" about the accuracy of the bot (Liquin 

and Lombrozo 2017), the active involvement triggered by self-explanation may improve users' 

attentiveness to the bot's actions and helps them better detect the bot's errors. Building on this, I 

propose that prompting end users who are engaged in online content moderation to explain the 

imperfect bot’s actions has the potential to improve their comprehension level of bots’ 

imperfections, which, in turn, helps them to detect the erroneous actions of the bot and improve 

task performance. Thus, I seek to empirically test the presence of the self-generated explanation 

effect in the context of bot-aided content moderation through my first research question: 

RQ1: Will participants of an online community who utilize an imperfect bot for content 

moderation and are prompted to explain the bot’s actions achieve higher moderation quality and 

better engagement? 
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Since cognitive resources are limited and need to be allocated depending on task priorities, 

the effects of self-generated explanation might wear off as users progress through multiple tasks 

(Hollender et al. 2010). Users who are prompted to provide explanation at the beginning of their 

content moderation task pay increased attention to the decision-making context, but they may also 

be prone to depleting their cognitive resources (Sternberg 2000). After users complete a task 

immediately following their self-explanation, it is uncertain whether they will still have enough 

mental resources to continue the deliberate regulation of metacognition and effectively complete 

follow up tasks. Once a user’s mental resources are exhausted, their capacity to exercise self-

control declines (Baumeister 2018, Schmeichel et al. 2003). As a result, the user’s original system 

monitoring state might diminish as they embark on subsequent tasks. I examine the durability of 

the self-explanation effect through the following research question:  

RQ2: Will the effects of self-explanation endure multiple tasks? 

The salient characteristic of the bot in this dissertation is its imperfection. A bot’s inherent 

accuracy represents the level of imperfection (Hardin et al. 2018, Schuetzler et al. 2020). Previous 

research has suggested that reducing automation's accuracy level may be an effective way to 

reduce a decision maker’s complacency, as users may become hesitant to delegate work to a bot 

that is perceived as inaccurate (Parasuraman and Manzey 2010). With a reduced willingness to 

allocate workload to the less accurate bot, it remains unclear, however, whether users will realize 

a higher level of error detection and improve performance. In fact, as recently reported evidence 

shows, users may completely lose interest in working with algorithms perceived as inaccurate and 

their willingness to monitor the bot's performance would wane (Burton et al. 2020, Dietvorst et al. 

2015). I aim to explore whether users who are prompted to provide a self-explanation may react 
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differently when working with a bot at various levels of accuracy. Thus, my next research question 

is: 

RQ3: What is the impact of the accuracy of the bot on users’ moderation decision quality 

and engagement? 

Studies in positive psychology have shown that positive and negative orientation can have 

differential influences on individuals’ performance. A moderation bot can either be designed to 

alert users to the presence of inappropriate content (i.e., negative bot) or to compliment or 

recommend to others by “upvoting” insightful content (i.e., positive bot). A positive orientation is 

expected to increase individuals’ psychological well-being, joy, and engagement, whereas a 

negative orientation (e.g., strong censorship for violating a norm) might be more potent in 

improving individuals’ content moderation task performance (Apter 2018, Ilgen et al. 1979). In 

the context of an online community platform, positive or negative orientation is a crucial design 

choice, and real-world applications vary in their valence orientation. For example, the New York 

Times designed its discussion forum to provide positive feedback by drawing attention to 

insightful comments through “Editors’ Picks.” On the other hand, Twitter, Facebook, and Zhihu, 

the largest Q&A community in China, tag suspicious posts with a warning. I seek to examine the 

differential effects of the valence of the bot’s processing orientation: positive (highlighting 

insightful comments), or negative (tagging inappropriate comments). Thus, my next research 

question is: 

RQ4: What is the impact of the valence of the bot’s processing orientation (positive versus 

negative) on users’ engagement? 

Finally, I explored the mechanism underlying the effect of self-explanation on decision 

making quality. Automation-induced complacency, or sub-optimal monitoring of automation 
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performance, has been cited as a contributing factor in numerous major transportation and medical 

incidents (Chan Fung 2021, Merritt et al. 2019). Research has widely discussed when and why 

complacency occurs (Metzger and Parasuraman 2005, Parasuraman and Manzey 2010, Singh et 

al. 1993). For example, researchers have examined how individuals with a greater inclination 

toward complacency than others (i.e., complacency potential) have a lower error detection rate 

(Farrell and Lewandowsky 2000, Merritt et al. 2019). Self-explanation can trigger individuals to 

engage with deeper level information processing and enable them to process information more 

effectively. Thus, my last research question is:  

RQ5: Is reducing complacency the underlying mechanism of the impact of self-explanation 

effect on users’ moderation decision quality and engagement? 

I summarized my theoretical framework in Figure 1. To achieve the desired outcomes of 

decision quality and engagement, I proposed to examine the cognitive actions as human agents’ 

attributes, and imperfection as AI’s attributes. Cognitive actions are actions involving 

comprehension, such as building and revising mental models about how the bot functions as well 

as knowledge retention and expansion. Thus, in this study, cognitive actions refer to processing of 

the bot’s function: whether their comprehension level of the bot has a higher level due to self-

generated explanations, and how long such effects could endure. The imperfection has two folds 

in our study: the first one is accuracy, which refers to level of imperfection; the second one is 

valence, which refers to the type of imperfection (e.g., making an incorrect assessment about 

recommending an insightful comment vs. making an incorrect assessment about detecting an 

inappropriate comment). I propose that the effective delegation in such a hybrid human-AI design 

is through reducing individuals’ complacency potential. In other words, individuals who are 

prompted to provide a self-generated explanation about bots’ actions will have increased 
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awareness to monitor the bot agents’ performance, but will remain willing to delegate tasks to the 

bot.  

 

 

Figure 1 Overarching Framework 

 

To answer these research questions, I collected data through five waves of randomized 

control trials that utilized a simulated news discussion forum and offered an imperfect bot with 

and without self-explanation prompts, positive or negative valence, and different accuracy levels 

as distinct treatment conditions for users. The analysis revealed that, on average, users in the self-

explanation treatment condition were able to better detect the bots’ errors and achieve higher 

performance than those directly informed about bots’ imperfections, but the benefits wore off over 

subsequent tasks. Those who were directly informed about bots’ imperfections became aversive 

and tended to discard the bots’ suggestions. In contrast, users who actively discovered the bots’ 

imperfections through generating an explanation about bots’ actions had increased awareness to 

monitor the bot’s performance and still had willingness to work with the bot. Moreover, users 

aided by a positive bot had higher levels of engagement with the online community relative to 
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those who encountered a negative bot. I also found that when bots performed at a low accuracy 

level (between 50%-60% accuracy), users lost interest in working with the bot and did not gain 

performance benefits when using the bot. Thus, the results suggest that deploying highly accurate 

though imperfect bots in digital platforms can be beneficial; Providing self-explanation could help 

users to become more vigilant to the actions of imperfect bots; and there are tradeoffs between 

human-bot hybrid designs that encourage engagement and those that emphasize moderation 

decision quality. 

1.3 Literature review and hypothesis development 

1.3.1 Detecting Algorithmic Errors in Human-bot Hybrid Designs 

In human-AI collaborative tasks, errors may go undetected simply because individuals 

were not expecting them to happen in the first place. Research shows that users have uncritical 

reliance on algorithmic accuracy and sometimes may even prefer advice generated by algorithms 

(Gunaratne et al. 2018). Users may simply follow the advice given by an algorithm even when it 

is wrong (McKnight et al. 2020, You et al. 2022). When users have uncritical reliance on 

algorithms, the consequences can, however, be severe (Mahlfeld et al. 2011, Skitka et al. 2009). 

For instance, there have been reports of serious accidents due to pilots’ overreliance on aircraft 

automation and medical errors that can be attributed to care givers’ failures to anticipate and detect 

automation errors (Berton 2018, Degani 2003, FDA 2022, Institute for Safe Medication Practices 

2017). In the context of decision-making, various studies show that users’ performance may be 

degraded if they blindly follow suggestions provided by the algorithms (Galletta et al. 2005). 
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In contrast to overreliance, humans interacting with algorithms may also have negative 

cognitive and behavioral reactions and develop strong aversion to algorithms (Naquin and 

Kurtzberg 2004, Park et al. 2022, Srinivasan and Len Sarial-Abi 2021).  One possible explanation 

for this phenomenon is that users tend to hold algorithms to a high standard of perfection, but when 

they encounter algorithmic errors and the algorithms fail to meet the high expectations, users 

become disappointed, and aversion sets in (Burton et al. 2020). When users disregard suggestions 

from a collaborating bot due to algorithm aversion, their overall decision-making quality is likely 

to suffer because users fail to take advantage of the data processing strengths of the bots, but also 

miss the opportunity to refine the bots by detecting and fixing their errors.  

The issues related to both overreliance and aversion of algorithms become particularly 

pronounced in the context of bots developed using modern machine-learning approaches. 

Learning-based algorithms are trained using a large sample of observations that include both 

structured and unstructured data such as text, image, audio and video, and the training is often 

without any specific domain-based or expert-defined rules. For example, in the context of content 

moderation, bots based on machine-learning algorithms can be trained using historical data that 

has classified comments into appropriate and inappropriate categories based on input from end 

users and professional moderators. Even after initial deployment, the bots can be enabled to 

continuously learn from end-user actions and feedback. Such continuous learning-based systems, 

however, have been termed “black box” systems because the underlying mechanisms through 

which they predict and formulate actions are complex and cannot be described with deterministic 

rules (Simester et al. 2020). Thus, the patterns of errors made by these systems are often 

unpredictable and the root causes of the errors are difficult to detect and explain (Jussupow et al. 

2021, Simester et al. 2020). In this context, while it is difficult for users to anticipate and make 
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sense of the errors committed by bots, users can contribute to continuous improvement by actively 

noticing and reporting the errors, which will be subsequently used to retrain the learning-based 

models. If end users fail to detect and report errors, low-quality data will be fed into a vicious loop 

of training, resulting in further deterioration of the learning-based systems (Neff and Nagy 2016).  

Hence, active user participation in error detection and rectification is essential for continuous 

improvement of bots based on machine-learning algorithms. 

Efforts have been made to address the challenges associated with detecting bot errors by 

providing users with educational materials to enhance users’ comprehension of the algorithms. A 

common approach is to display warning messages about a bots’ imperfections (Baker 2020, 

Lambrecht and Tucker 2017). Experiment results show that, however, a disclaimer about the 

imperfections does not sufficiently increase error detection behaviors (Castelo et al. 2019, You et 

al. 2022). Another approach is to increase algorithmic transparency and help improve a user’s 

understanding of the mechanisms implemented through the bots. For example, prior research 

examined the impact of offering detailed explanations about how a system is designed to enhance 

the initial trust of users in recommendation algorithms, but it is unclear whether the improvement 

in users’ trust in the algorithms would increase the likelihood of detecting algorithmic errors 

(Wang and Benbasat 2014). Finally, prior studies have tested the role of increasing user exposure 

to a variety of real-world algorithmic errors on post-exposure task performance (Bahner et al. 2008, 

Dietvorst et al. 2015, Skitka et al. 2009). Exposure to algorithmic errors allows users to better 

calibrate their expectations about the algorithms, which can help improve error detection and 

collaborative performance, but as mentioned before, a higher level of exposure to algorithmic 

errors may also trigger algorithm aversion (Burton et al. 2020, Dietvorst et al. 2015). Overall, prior 

approaches have focused on presenting users with information with the goals of improving 
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algorithm transparency and increasing users’ understanding of the algorithms. In prior approaches, 

however, it is not clear if users have moved beyond being passive receivers of helpful information 

and if they are deeply engaged with the information to enable active learning (Montazemi and 

Wang 2015). I address this gap in this study and examine how active learning can be triggered and 

how that may aid in proactive discovery of bot errors and improvement in decision quality. 

1.3.2 Human Agents’ Cognitive Capabilities 

Cognitive psychologists have been studying human mental processes, such as attention, 

perception, memory, and problem-solving, for decades (Boag et al. 2019). The primary objective 

of this line of research is to understand how individuals acquire, process, store, and retrieve 

information (Evans 2008). While AI bots excel at processing large-scale, similar information, they 

may struggle with corner cases or less common scenarios with insufficient data from which to 

learn (Simester et al. 2020). Therefore, it is crucial to explore the cognitive capabilities of human 

agents in complementing AI bot agents by correcting their errors. One area of interest in cognitive 

psychology that could improve comprehension is the generation effect, a phenomenon where 

actively generating information leads to better memory retention and knowledge comprehension 

than simply reading or listening to information (Slamecka and Graf 1978). I propose that 

prompting individuals to provide self-generated explanations about bots' actions can increase their 

cognitive understanding of bots' imperfections, and thus benefit subsequent error detection 

behaviors. Another relevant concept in cognitive psychology is the depletion of cognitive 

resources, which helps us understand whether the effects of self-generated explanations can endure 

(Muraven et al. 2019). Cognition is a limited resource that can become depleted with prolonged 

use, leading to diminished cognitive ability to process information in subsequent tasks (Baumeister 
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2018). Next, I reviewed key literature on these concepts to illustrate how human agents process 

information and how these processes can influence their cognitive abilities when interacting with 

a bot. 

1.3.2.1 Information Comprehension Through Self-Generated Explanations  

One strategy for fostering active user engagement with errors is to encourage self-

generated knowledge (Keith and Frese 2008, Metcalfe 2017). The Cognitive Psychology literature 

indicates that training processes that provide learners with the opportunity to generate knowledge, 

rather than passively receive information, strengthen comprehension and memory (McCurdy et al. 

2020). Such a strategy has been known to elicit deeper cognitive processing and increased 

understanding, and the generation effect has been demonstrated in diverse training contexts 

(Hinojosa et al. 2017, Hitron et al. 2019, Jensen et al. 2017, McCurdy et al. 2020).  

I propose leveraging the generation effect by prompting users working with bots to provide 

self-generated explanations about the bots’ actions. An explanation is a statement that satisfies a 

user’s need for reasoning that can differentiate the occurrence of an observation that requires 

explanation (i.e., the explanandum) from the contrasting nonoccurrence of alternative events 

(Horne et al. 2019, Khatri et al. 2018). As an illustration, suppose a bot labels a comment in a 

discussion forum as inappropriate. A potential (but unobserved) alternative to this action would be 

marking the comment as appropriate. By providing self-generated explanations about the bot’s 

actions, users can either identify reasons why the comment did not comply with the forum’s 

commenting rules, or challenge the bot's decision by suggesting that it committed an error in this 

particular case. 

When prompted to provide an explanation about a bot’s actions, users must invest 

additional effort (i.e., deliberate thinking), for example, conduct what-if analysis about the 
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observed and potential alternative scenarios, rather than readily accepting the bot’s actions through 

automatic thinking processes (Khatri et al. 2018). By engaging in the process of generating 

explanations for the bot’s actions, users may gain a deeper understanding of the system’s 

functioning and identify areas for improvement. Such a triggering of deliberate cognition by 

seeking an explanation would, in turn, aid beneficial metacognition, i.e., “the thinking about 

thinking” processes that regulate decision making (Ackerman and Thompson 2017). In the context 

of decision making with assistance from a bot, metacognition includes monitoring the performance 

of both the decision makers themselves and the bot (Jussupow et al. 2021). By developing an 

explanation for the bot’s actions, users improve their awareness of the bot’s imperfections and the 

need to monitor these imperfections’ consequences.    

Furthermore, self-generated knowledge about a bot’s actions can also mitigate any negative 

reactions towards algorithmic errors. By attempting to explain how the bot formulates its 

assessments, users may gain a sense of the challenges involved in the task, both for humans and 

for bots. Consequently, users who generate explanations for the bot’s actions tend to be more 

understanding of algorithmic errors and may view their occurrences as opportunities to contribute 

towards further system improvement. Previous research on error management training has 

highlighted the benefits of creating an atmosphere in which errors are better understood, and 

studies have emphasized how informational feedback about errors benefits user learning and 

engagement (Alfieri et al. 2011, Keith and Frese 2008). In contrast to training methods that rely 

on direct instructions, an approach that facilitates self-generation of explanations moves users 

beyond being passive bystanders and encourages active user involvement (Canning and 

Harackiewicz 2015, Hitron et al. 2019). Thus, generating self-explanations about a bot’s actions 
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represents an active discovery approach for users, and I posit that it would improve error detection 

and decision-making quality in human-bot collaborative tasks. This is my first hypothesis:  

H1(a): When working with a bot, users who provide self-generated explanations about the 

bot’s actions will have higher decision-making quality, relative to other users who do not provide 

such explanations. 

When users moderating content are prompted to explain a bot’s actions, and in turn, 

increase their comprehension of bots’ imperfections, they spend more cognitive resources 

processing the information, relative to other users who are not subject to the explanation treatment.  

I propose that a discussion forum user who provides a self-generated explanation is engaged in a 

deeper level of information processing, and therefore, has more opportunities to realize the need 

for active engagement. Engagement in online communities can be defined as the level of 

interaction, involvement, and participation individuals have in the community's activities and 

discussions. It refers to the extent to which community members actively contribute to the 

community's shared goals, values, and interests. Some key indicators of engagement in online 

communities include the frequency and quality of contributions, such as posting, commenting, 

sharing, and liking. Other metrics include the number of views, replies, and shares that community 

content receives, as well as the level of social interaction among members, such as private 

messaging and group discussions. Users doing the self-explanation exercises tend to allocate more 

effort and time to understanding the rules of the community and managing bots’ imperfections, 

which increases their overall sense of responsibility to contribute to the community’s goal of 

maintaining a healthy discussion environment. Relegating the responsibility to an imperfect bot 

would cause cognitive dissonance in such users (Festinger 1962, Joyce and Kraut 2006), which 
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they tend to avoid by maintaining higher levels of engagement with the community. Thus, my next 

hypothesis is: 

H1(b): When working with a bot, users who provide self-generated explanations about the 

bot’s actions will have higher engagement, relative to other users who do not provide such 

explanations. 

1.3.2.2 The Depletion of Comprehension over Tasks  

Individuals’ cognitive resources are limited, and thus, they need to allocate attention based 

on task priority (Hollender et al. 2010). After allocating effort and attention to a certain task that 

is of importance, the amount of available cognitive resources decreases. As suggested in Ego 

depletion theory (EDT), possessing cognitive resources that can become depleted after prolonged 

use leads to decreased ability to exert self-control in subsequent tasks (Muraven et al. 2019). The 

concept of ego depletion has been widely studied and debated in the field of psychology, especially 

in the domain of decision-making (Inzlicht and Friese 2019). 

The initial studies on ego depletion theory conducted by Roy Baumeister et al. in the late 

1990s showed that participants who engaged in a task that required self-control, such as resisting 

eating chocolate or suppressing emotional reactions, performed worse on a subsequent task that 

also required self-control, such as solving anagrams or persisting on a difficult puzzle (Baumeister 

2018). These studies provided support for the idea that self-control is a limited resource that can 

become depleted. 

However, subsequent studies have produced mixed results, with some replicating the 

original findings and others failing to do so (Inzlicht and Friese 2019). Some researchers have 

suggested that the initial studies suffered from methodological flaws such as small sample sizes, 

lack of control conditions, and publication bias. Other researchers have suggested that the effect 
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of ego depletion may be influenced by individual differences such as motivation, belief in 

willpower, and trait self-control, or other factors such as glucose levels, sleep deprivation, and 

social support (Baumeister et al. 2006, Muraven et al. 2019). A recent meta-analysis conducted by 

Hagger et al. (2010) found a small to moderate effect size for ego depletion on subsequent self-

control tasks, but also noted that the effect was highly dependent on the type of self-control task 

used and the interval between the tasks.  

The typical depletion tasks in the decision-making domain rely on consuming cognitive 

resources by inserting high-level cognitive dissonance (Muraven et al. 2019). A widely adopted 

task is the Stroop task, which requires individuals to name the color of the ink in which a word is 

printed, while ignoring the word’s meaning (Johns and Butler 1991). This task is difficult because 

the word’s meaning often interferes with the individual's ability to name the color, and thus it 

requires a high degree of self-control. Another typical task is The Go/No-Go task, which requires 

individuals to respond quickly to a stimulus (e.g., a green light), but inhibit their response to 

another stimulus (e.g., a red light) (Gomez et al. 2007). This task requires the individual to 

constantly monitor their responses and resist the impulse to respond to the wrong stimulus. 

However, such tasks are less prevalent in real-world settings and are typically unrelated to the 

primary task at hand. There have been recent calls to examine cognitive depletion using tasks that 

occur in real-world settings (Hagger et al. 2010). For instance, in my study, content moderation 

can be a task that necessitates significant cognitive resources and effort. Having individuals 

complete multiple sessions of the content moderation task provides an opportunity to observe the 

depletion of their cognitive resources. I am interested in investigating whether the benefits of self-

generated explanation can endure multiple tasks. 
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In sum, each time users engage in monitoring behavior, which is effortful and self-

regulatory, their cognitive resources are depleted, and subsequent moderation decision quality may 

suffer. Users have limited mental resources to regulate and persist at particular behaviors. As 

asserted in EDT, all acts of self-regulation draw on a central pool of self-regulatory resources, and 

when individuals have already consumed some self-regulatory resources, they need time to recover 

(Muraven and Baumeister 2000). The theory specifies that when individuals are in a state of ego 

depletion as a result of prior self-control exertions, their capacity to exercise subsequent self-

control declines. Empirically, ego depletion has been found to influence a wide array of behaviors 

that require self-control resources such as logic and reasoning (Schmeichel et al. 2003), 

information processing (Fischer et al. 2008), and supervision (Barnes et al. 2015, McAllister et al. 

2018). Because moderation tasks involve cognitive resource consumption activities including 

logic and reasoning, information processing, and supervision, I posit that deliberate use of 

cognitive resources in monitoring system performance may not endure multiple tasks. In a content 

moderation context, paying attention to a bot’s errors during initial moderation tasks would deplete 

actors’ self-regulatory resources (Muraven 2012), which is consequential for engagement and 

moderation decision quality in later tasks. Therefore, my next hypothesis is: 

H2: The positive effect on a user’s moderation decision quality resulting from the prompt 

to explain the actions of the bot declines over multiple tasks. 

1.3.3 AI bots’ Imperfection 

1.3.3.1 The Algorithm Accuracy Effect  

Accuracy, a common metric for assessing algorithm performance and imperfection levels, 

is measured as the percentage of accurately assessed cases among all cases. This metric provides 
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users with an indication of an algorithm's reliability (Metzger and Parasuraman 2005). In general, 

research shows that people are more likely to trust and rely on accurate algorithms than inaccurate 

ones (Atanasov et al. 2020, Eric and John 1986, Yin et al. 2019). However, users will stop engaging 

with a bot once their trust in it falls below a certain threshold (Hardin et al. 2018, McKnight et al. 

2020, Schuetzler et al. 2020). A meta-analysis of decision support systems has shown that users 

tend to find automated tools helpful when the algorithm's accuracy is at or above 70% (Wickens 

and Dixon 2007). This threshold was confirmed by a recent study using randomized lab 

experiments to test the effect of algorithmic accuracy on human trust and system usage (Yu et al. 

2019). If the accuracy falls below this threshold, task performance may be worse than if no tools 

had been used at all, as users may reject suggestions from these automation tools and rely solely 

on their own judgment (Castelo et al. 2019, Wickens and Dixon 2007). 

A significant body of research has investigated the behavioral implications of algorithm 

accuracy, with a focus on how this information is communicated to users. Accuracy is typically 

communicated to users through either direct verbal descriptions that summarize algorithmic 

performance, such as expressing the diagnostic accuracy of a medical algorithm as 87% (Longoni 

et al. 2019), or through multiple rounds of interactions and feedback (Dietvorst et al. 2015). Some 

research has explored the effects of the presence or absence of accuracy information on decision-

making quality. Researchers have found that showing subjects a bot's accuracy information led to 

human performance improving over 20%, compared to showing only the clues used by the bot to 

make assessments (Lai and Tan 2019). There are also discussions about the differences in observed 

accuracy and claimed accuracy which have concluded that observed accuracy affects individuals’ 

attitudes about bots’ accuracy more than claimed accuracy. For example, algorithms with slower 

response time improve users' assessments of the algorithm's accuracy, given the same level of 
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claimed accuracy (Park et al. 2019). In a series of lab experiments, Yin et al. (2019) randomly 

assigned subjects to one of five accuracy levels: none (the baseline), 60%, 70%, 90%, or 95%, and 

found that individuals’ trust in the model was significantly affected by its observed accuracy, 

regardless of its stated accuracy.  

However, the current body of work on the behavioral implications of communicating 

accuracy information to users has focused on a direct communication approach, which treats users 

as passive information receivers. As discussed earlier, users can actively seek out information and 

generate explanations about a bot's actions, potentially leading to better decision-making than 

those who receive information passively. Therefore, I investigate how individuals who actively 

discover a bot's imperfections may respond differently than those who are passive information 

receivers when the bot's accuracy is low. 

In a classification problem such as content moderation, the algorithm predicts whether a 

comment is appropriate or not. For each comment to be processed, there are two states, ground 

truth and prediction result. For example, the ground truth of a comment violating comment rules 

is “inappropriate”; the prediction result from the algorithm, however, may either be a correct 

prediction (“inappropriate”, true positive), or a miss (“appropriate”, false negative). Similarly, if 

the ground truth of a comment not violating any comment rules is “appropriate”, the algorithm 

may either correctly predict it as “appropriate” (true negative), or wrongly treat the comment by 

predicting it as “inappropriate” (false positive). In the context of content moderation, the accuracy 

is the proportion of correct predictions (true positive + true negative) out of all processed 

comments.  

Aligning with what academic research has shown about the trust threshold level, Google 

Perspective, which is deployed in popular news platforms like The New York Times, Reddit, and 
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The Wall Street Journal, uses a default cutoff of 70% to classify whether a comment aligns with 

commenting rules (Marvin, 2019). For algorithms operating at a “medium” level (60%, in our 

case), I propose that users who go through the self-generated explanation will still perceive greater 

responsibility to monitor the algorithm, and thus detect more errors than the corresponding directly 

informed groups. However, empirically, decision makers may give up working with the algorithm 

when the accuracy declines below a certain threshold (for example, chance level: 50%), because 

they may perceive that the monitoring responsibility is too heavy and be averse to an algorithm of 

such low accuracy. Instead, they may rely on themselves to make decisions, and the “suggestions” 

from the algorithm may even backfire and cloud their judgement. I propose that prompting users 

to provide a self-generated explanation will compensate for the threshold of users' willingness to 

work with a bot. While the threshold for users being willing to work with a bot when directly 

informed about its accuracy is around 70%, I believe that active discovery through self-generated 

explanation will enable users to work with a bot whose accuracy level is below 70%. Thus, I posit:   

H3(a): When using an imperfect bot for decision-making processes, users prompted to 

explain the bot’s actions will have higher decision quality, even if the bots’ accuracy is low, as 

long as the bots’ accuracy exceeds a certain threshold.  

Prior studies have also shown that algorithms’ accuracy can also influence individuals’ 

attitudes towards the institutions and authorities that deploy the algorithms (Margetts and 

Dorobantu 2019). Research has shown that when algorithms are perceived to be accurate and 

unbiased, people are more likely to trust the institutions and authorities that use them. However, if 

algorithms are perceived to be inaccurate or biased, this can erode trust in these institutions and 

authorities (Green 2022). I posit that a bot’s perceived accuracy will affect user engagement in an 

online community, since the online community has the authority to deploy the bot. Thus, I posit:  
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H3(b): When using an imperfect bot for decision-making processes, users prompted to 

explain a bot’s actions will have less engagement if the bot’s accuracy is low. However, this effect 

will be mitigated if users have actively discovered the bot’s imperfections through self-generated 

explanations, instead of being directly informed. 

1.3.3.2 The Algorithm Valence Effect  

Algorithm valence refers to the positive or negative emotions that people associate with 

algorithms. Affective valence can be attributed to the value judgment of an event, such that positive 

(negative) emotions lead to the perception that the event is pleasant (unpleasant) (Sarker et al. 

2005). Prior research has widely discussed individuals' different reactions to stimuli with different 

valences, and shown that individuals react positively to a pleasant feedback environment 

(Coursaris et al. 2018, Marvin and Shohamy 2016, Sarker et al. 2005, Willemsen et al. 2011, 

Yoshida and Yonezawa 2018). 

However, fewer studies have tested the behavioral implications of algorithm valence. One 

exception is a study that tested whether bots should express positive emotions in the context of 

customer service (Han et al. 2022). However, their interest was to compare how positive emotions 

expressed by a human versus a bot would be perceived differently by customers. To the best of the 

authors' knowledge, there is limited research directly comparing a bot developed through a similar 

approach but with different valence. One possible reason is that existing bot-related studies are 

within the context of customer service or education, in which it would be inappropriate to design 

a bot that expressed negative emotions (Feil-Seifer Maja and Matari´c 2011). 

Within the context of online content moderation, depending on how platforms deploy the 

bot, individuals could either reward those they know have been kind to others (i.e., post insightful 

comments) or punish those they know have been unkind to others (i.e., post inappropriate 
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comments). When the bot’s function is to mark or remove comments violating the discussion rules, 

its valence is negative (“negative bot”). Users are aware of the comment policy such as “Abusive, 

defamatory, offensive or disparaging comments on the basis of disability, ethnicity, gender, or 

otherwise....attacks or threaten another person, promote violence, wish for harm to befall another 

person...Stalking or harassing another person and any form of discouraging participation by 

others...Misrepresentation of comments, user profiles, posting advertisements, and all forms of 

spamming are forbidden.” A negative orientation can help users realize their mistakes and avoid 

them in the future, which improves their task performance (Hattie and Timperley 2007, Kluger 

and DeNisi 1996). In fact, prior studies have shown that negative feedback may improve 

performance in tasks such as editing user-generated content (Halfaker et al. 2011, Moon and 

Sproull 2008, Zhu et al. 2013).  

When a bot’s function is to highlight and recommend insightful contributions to a 

community, its valence is positive (“positive bot”). Users are made aware of the comment policy 

with guidelines such as “Comments represent a range of views and are judged the most interesting 

or thoughtful. In some cases, comments may be highlighted to showcase commentary from a 

particular region, or readers with first-hand knowledge of an issue.” In the positive bot scenario, 

users who ignore problems and only praise positive attributes of messages usually fail to censor 

some of those errors, diminishing the forum’s moderation quality. When a positive bot suggests 

recommending a comment, users may approve it even if they do not fully agree with the 

recommendation. In other words, if platforms tune the focus of moderation from removing 

inappropriate comments to identifying insightful content, users will be more likely to agree with a 

bot. With a negative bot, users will be more cautious and select more correct choices when they 
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need to confirm a removal decision, compared to confirming a commendation decision from a 

positive bot.  

A bot’s positive valence creates a pleasant feedback environment for users, which 

influences their affective commitment and engagement behaviors (Bateman et al. 2011, Norris-

Watts and Levy 2004). Such a favorable feedback environment, where praise and recognition of 

user-generated comments are prevalent, will lead to more organizational citizenship behaviors 

among organization members (Becker and Klimoski 1989, Rosen et al. 2006). A positive bot 

deployed in an online community creates a favorable feedback environment, where praise and 

recognition of user-generated comments are of high frequency. In contrast, a negative bot’s 

processing orientation is less favorable, because the bot emphasizes punishment, and does not 

provide compliments for exemplary helpful comments. In the context of online communities, users 

in a positive and favorable feedback environment will have more enjoyment, joyfulness, and 

affective commitment, and thus engage more with the community, such as giving more thumbs 

up, posting more positive comments and replies, and voluntarily helping the bot to manage content. 

Thus, my final set of hypotheses is: 

H4: All else equal, a positive bot increases a user’s engagement, compared to a negative 

bot.  

In addition, when confronted with two types of bot errors arising from positive or negative 

bots, users may react differently. If a negative bot makes a false negative error (i.e., misses an 

inappropriate comment and marks it as ok), individuals are motivated to protect the community, 

correct the bot’s error, and override the bots’ assessment; if the negative bot commits a false 

positive error (i.e., punishes an innocent comment), individuals are motivated to speak up for the 

“victim” and report the bot’s incorrect evaluation. If a positive bot commits a false negative error 
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(i.e., misses an insightful comment), individuals are motivated to acknowledge the contribution 

and recommend the comment to the bot. However, if the negative bot commits a false positive 

error (i.e., marks an ordinary comment as insightful), individuals may simply remain silent because 

individuals are reluctant to recant existing compliments. This is because individuals expect others 

to treat themselves in a similar way that they treat others (Nowak and Sigmund 2005). The 

generosity to echo the bots’ reorganization of a comment, even if the comment is not insightful at 

all, aligns with social interaction norms (Hawkins et al. 2019). In short, the decreased decision 

making is mainly due to the decrease in positive errors caught by positive bots. It remains an open 

question how individuals’ moderation behaviors will vary if working with bots with either positive 

or negative valence. 

1.3.4 The Underlying Mechanism: Complacency Potential 

Complacency, or sub-optimal monitoring of automation performance, has been cited as a 

contributing factor in numerous major transportation and medical incidents involving humans and 

algorithms (Bahner et al. 2008, Chan Fung 2021). Complacency potential refers to the degree to 

which automation can lead to a decrease in vigilance and attention to task performance. 

Complacency has been conceptualized and measured through two dimensions in prior research 

(Merritt et al. 2019, Parasuraman and Manzey 2010): (a) Alleviating Workload: the attitude about 

using automation to ease workloads, and (b) Monitoring: the degree of lack of attention to 

monitoring automated tasks. 

Research has shown that automation itself can lead to complacency because of the blurred 

lines of responsibility. For example, Parasuraman and Riley (Parasuraman and Riley 1997) found 
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that pilots using an automated flight control system had a higher risk of crashes due to 

complacency. 

One important factor that can influence the complacency potential is the degree of task 

automation. Research has shown that the higher the degree of automation, the higher the potential 

for complacency. For example, Endsley et al. (2015) found that operators of highly automated 

systems in a nuclear power plant were more likely to exhibit complacency than those operating 

less automated systems. 

Moreover, the complexity of the task and the user’s level of expertise can also influence 

the complacency potential. Research has shown that less experienced operators are more likely to 

exhibit complacency when using automated systems. For example, Raguphthi and Hass (2011) 

found that novice surgeons using a robotic surgery system were more likely to exhibit 

complacency than expert surgeons. 

Additionally, the type of automation and feedback provided can also influence the potential 

for complacency. Research has shown that automation that provides little feedback or that requires 

little human input can lead to higher complacency. For example, Sebok and Wickens (2017) found 

that operators using a fully automated system with little feedback were more likely to exhibit 

complacency than those using a system that required more human input. 

Prior research has shown that complacency is a heuristic replacement for monitoring 

automation performance (Singh et al. 1993). It is well documented that humans tend to choose the 

road of least cognitive effort in decision making, and instead of basing complex decisions on a 

comprehensive analysis of all available information, users often use simple heuristics and decision 

rules (Betsch et al. 2004, Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Bots’ recommendations may serve as a 

strong decision-making heuristic for human users and may substitute for more effortful 
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information analysis and evaluation processes (Mosier and Skitka 1996). In addition, sharing 

decision-making tasks with a bot may lead to the same psychological effects that occur when 

humans share tasks with other humans. For example, “social loafing” or the tendency to reduce 

one’s own effort when working within a group may occur when users work collaboratively with a 

bot (Canning and Harackiewicz 2015, Hitron et al. 2019). To the extent that human users perceive 

bots as another team member (Brown et al. 2010, Rai et al. 2019), they may see themselves as less 

responsible for the outcomes, and as a consequence, users will reduce their own efforts in 

analyzing all available information and become complacent in monitoring the bots’ actions. 

I propose that generating an explanation may reduce complacency by triggering a higher 

perceived sense of responsibility to monitor an algorithm, and thus increase the error detection 

rate. First, through a self-generated explanation exercise, decision makers expect an algorithm to 

fail in the tasks that challenge it. Individuals who are actively involved may perceive an increased 

responsibility to monitor an algorithms’ suggestions and conclusions and anticipate its errors. Such 

perceived responsibility will motivate users to process all the contextual information and 

algorithms’ suggestions more thoroughly. Thus, when algorithms actually commit errors, they will 

be able to detect them and override systems’ decisions. Furthermore, those users would have 

increased awareness that it is their responsibility to handle certain challenging cases for the 

algorithm. The complacency and social loafing happen when individuals perceive they can rely on 

the algorithm. However, when they anticipate an algorithm will commit errors under certain 

circumstances, they will perceive more responsibility to monitor the algorithm and intervene if 

necessary. Thus, I posit:  

H5: The relationship between self-generated explanation and decision-making quality is 

mediated by reduced complacency potential.  
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1.4 Experiment Design: Overview  

Based on the theoretical framework (Figure 1) and corresponding hypotheses, I conducted 

five experiments to examine the collaborative workflow of human-AI hybrid design. In Study 1, I 

examined whether prompting users to provide self-generated explanation about bots’ actions will 

achieve higher decision-making quality compared to users getting exposed to bots’ imperfections 

through direct communications (H1); In Study 2, I replicated and extended Experiment 1 by 

exploring whether the effects of self-generated explanation endure (H2); In Study 3, I explored 

how an algorithm’s accuracy changes the relationship between self-generated explanation and 

decision quality (H3); In Study 4, I explored how users’ engagement changes due to algorithm’s 

valence (H4); In Study 5, I replicated and extended Experiment 1 by exploring reducing 

complacency potential as the underlying mechanism of the impacts of self-generated explanation 

and decision making quality (H5). For all five studies, I collected data in single, complete batches 

and did not conduct any analyses until all the data for a given experiment were collected. My total 

final sample size across five experiments was 1650 participants (see Table 2). Participants who 

were undergraduate students were recruited from a large state university in the United States; they 

were registered subjects in the University’s behavioral lab and were awarded course credit for their 

participation. MTurk subjects refers to adult subjects recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

Table 2 Data Collection Waves 

Data collection wave Subject Number of subjects 

1 MTurk 175 

2 Student 278 

3 MTurk 500 

4 Student 310 

5 Student 221 

6 Student 166 
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1.4.1 Experiment Setup 

1.4.1.1 Collaborative Human-AI Task: Content Moderation  

The collaborative human-AI task in our experiments was to moderate comments with 

assistance from an AI bot in a simulated news discussion forum. For comments that the bot 

assessed as inappropriate based on forum discussion rules, a message was displayed next to the 

comment, reading “Bot assessment: Not Appropriate”. Subjects were able to click “agree” or 

“disagree” buttons to provide feedback about the bot’s assessments, and report any comments they 

believed the bot had missed. There was one mandatory and one voluntary moderation task for 

subjects to complete in the forum. To complete the mandatory task, subjects performed the 

following steps: log into the discussion forum, read the selected news article, learn about the 

community’s rules on commenting, post a comment about the article, receive training on the 

commenting rules, learn how the moderation AI bot works, and finally, rate five peer-generated 

comments in sequence. 

After completing the mandatory moderation task, subjects entered the full discussion 

forum, which had been populated with new comments (twelve in Experiments 1 and 3, and twenty-

four in Experiment 2). At this stage, participants were able to interact with the bot as well as other 

users’ comments on a voluntary basis. While engaging with the discussion forum, subjects were 

able to click “agree” or “disagree” buttons to provide feedback about the bot’s assessments, and 

report any other comments to the forum that they believed the bot had missed. In addition, subjects 

were free to engage with the forum as much as they liked, including, but not limited to, leaving 

comments, replying to existing comments, and up-voting and down-voting comments. 

To observe the subjects’ content moderation performance without the bot’s assistance, we 

also deployed a NoBot condition as a baseline. In this baseline condition, for the mandatory 
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moderation task, users were requested to make a binary moderation decision about whether or not 

to publish a comment. For the voluntary task in the baseline condition, subjects could freely use 

the report button to mark any user comments that they deemed inappropriate.  

1.4.1.2 Experiment Materials and Procedural  

The news article and the related comments used in the experiments’ discussion forms are 

from Yahoo News. I purposely chose a controversial topic in the politics section: recreational 

marijuana legalization, because politics is known to attract participation, and sometimes attract 

very divisive user comments (Coe et al. 2014). In order to reduce subjectivity, I chose a fact 

reporting style to summarize the new laws on marijuana in Michigan, Missouri and Utah (Keenan 

2017). I used the Yahoo News API to collect all the comments of the article and selected comments 

to be used in the experiment. Among those selected comments, the goal was to have a balanced 

mixture of the quality (insightful, abusive, and normal comments) and attitude towards legalization 

of recreational marijuana use (for and against). Three authors classified the attitude of each 

comment to be “for” or “against” recreational marijuana legalization independently. I then used 

the Google Perspective API to assess the toxic quality of each comment. Google Perspective uses 

machine learning models to score the toxicity level of a comment and identifies whether a 

comment could be perceived as toxic to a discussion. The Google Perspective API is currently 

used by online communities including Wikipedia, The New York Times, The Economist, and the 

Guardian (Blue 2017). 

Comment boards of online news media generally show six to ten comments at one time to 

the users. Considering this observation from the real world, and the information load I needed to 

manipulate in my experiment, I eventually displayed twelve comments on one screen. In Study 5, 

I extended the number of comments to twenty-four.  The selected comments had equal amounts of 
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agreement and disagreement about recreational marijuana legalization (six comments each, for 

Studies 1-4; twelve comments each, for Study 5), and abusive, insightful, and normal comments 

(four each, for Studies 1-4; eight comments each, for Study 5). In order to make sure users saw all 

comments and moderation reports from the bot (if applicable), I adopted a jump-down design: 

when users posted their comments in the comment box, the web page automatically led the user to 

the bottom of the page to see their own posted comments. The comments were consistent across 

experimental waves, but the order of comments for each subject is random.  

In order to simulate actual practices used to regulate comment boards, I adopted a few 

designs that have been shown to be effective for managing online discourse in my experiment. For 

example, participants were requested to give themselves a screen name (a username to be displayed 

on the site). When they were redirected to the discussion page (before seeing the news article and 

the comment board), they needed to first log in with their screen name and a series of numbers 

provided by the researchers as a log-in password. Each participant’s screen name and simulated 

avatar or photo were shown on the web page when they posted any comments or replies. For the 

comments in the discussion forum, I kept the real usernames that I had collected from Yahoo.com. 

I showed a key instruction on the comment board (“Please be polite and read our guidelines”) 

ahead of the comments section. Users were also able to re-check the comment rules by hovering 

over a question mark icon on each assessed message from the bot. 

To avoid subject-expectancy effect, participants were not told of the experiment’s purpose 

in advance and were only told that the study was aimed at collecting public opinions about 

marijuana legalization. After the experiment, participants were fully debriefed. 
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Table 3 Experiment conditions in all five studies 

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 

NoBot NoBot NoBot PositiveBot NoBot 

InformBot InformBot InformStrictBot NegativeBot DisclaimerBot 

ExplanationBot ExplanationBot InformLenientBot  AlertBot 

 DelayedExplanationBot ExplanationStrictBot  InformBot 

  ExplanationLenientBot  ExplanationBot 

  EnhancedExplanationStrictBot   

  EnhancedExplanationLenientBot   

 

Table 3 lists all the experimental conditions across the five experiments, and Table 4 

provides a summary of the experimental task workflow for all the treatment groups. Among all the 

nine groups, I labeled the following five groups as “explanation” groups, because they have an 

explanation prompt component in their workflow: (1) ExplanationBot, (2) ExplanationStrictBot, 

(3) ExplanationLenientBot, (4) EnhancedExplanationStrictBot, (5) 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot. Users in all the experiment groups were informed about the 

discussion forum’s commenting rules. When the bot was present, they were also informed about 

the role of the bot as a comment moderator and presented with four example comments with bots’ 

assessments. Next, I presented the same details about the bot’s classification approach and 

highlighted the bots’ errors in the examples that were already seen by the subjects. Only subjects 

in the explanation groups were prompted to explain how they thought the bot operated and why 

they thought the bot came to the particular moderation conclusions that were shown in the 

examples.
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Table 4 Experimental Tasks Workflow 

Experiment workflow items 

NegativeBot, 

PositiveBot, 

ExplanationBot, 

ExplanationStrictBot, 

ExplanationLenientBot 

condition 

Enhanced 

ExplanationStrictBot 

and Enhanced 

ExplanationLenientBot 

condition 

InformBot, 

InformStrictBot, 

and 

InformLenientBot 

condition 

NoBot 

condition 

Delay 

Explanation 

Bot condition 

Log into discussion forum 1 1 1 1 1 

Read the article 2 2 2 2 2 

Receive training on commenting rules 3 3 3 3 3 

Draft and save a comment 4 4 4 4 4 

Learn how the bot works and perform a pause and 

generated a self-explanation about bots’ actions 

(i.e., “Why are comments 1 and 3 assessed as not 

appropriate whereas comments 2 and 4 are 

appropriate? ”) 

5 5 NA NA 5 

Another pause and self-explanation task 

(i.e., “Did the bot make any mistakes in assessing 

comments 1-4?”) 

NA 6 NA NA NA 

Rate 5 user-generated comments and register 

agreement or disagreement with bot (for NoBot 

condition, decide to publish the comment or not) 

6 7 5 5 6† 

Re-read stored comment draft and optionally revise the 

comment before final posting to the forum 
7 8 6 6 7 

Enter and engage with the discussion forum and 

perform voluntary actions. The forum was seeded with 

12 new comments, and participants freely engaged 

with the forum 

8 9 7 7 8† 

Debrief and end of experiment 9 10 8 8 9 
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1.4.2 Measurement 

One group of desired outcomes is moderation decision quality. Three dependent variables 

of interest were used to measure the decision-making quality of the content moderation tasks. I 

measured decision-making quality as the proportion of correct assessments in the binary 

moderation decisions made by a user (whether a comment is in compliance with the forum’s rules 

or not). The first dependent variable, Detection of bot’s error rate, refers to the error detection rate 

of the bots’ errors, and the second dependent variable, Mandatory task decision quality, refers to 

the accuracy of a user’s moderation decisions in the mandatory rating task.  

The third variable, voluntary task decision quality, refers to the accuracy of a user’s 

moderation decisions on the forum, where users may interact with the bot on the discussion forum. 

In Studies 1-4, there were six bots’ errors to be corrected (three inappropriate comments being 

missed by the bot and three appropriate comments being wrongly marked). Therefore, one way to 

measure voluntary moderation quality is to divide the number of correct decisions by the total 

number of errors (i.e., six). I refer this measurement as forumAccuracy. Such measurement, 

however, only captures user’ behavior with the six comments that were designed to have bot errors, 

and misses users’ interaction with the rest. In addition, because users interacted with the bot in a 

voluntary manner, the total number of voluntary moderation decisions varies across subjects. Thus, 

an alternative measurement is to divide the number of correct decisions by the total number of 

users’ actions, which I refer as forumAccuracySelf. For example, if a user chose to make 5 

moderation decisions (3 with the target comments), and 2 of these decisions are correct (1 with the 

target comment), then the forumAccuracy is 0.25 (1 divided by 4), and forumAccuracySelf is 0.4 

(2 divided by 5). Please note that In Study 5, there were 24 comments in the forum and 12 bots’ 
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errors to be corrected (six inappropriate comments were missed by the bot and six appropriate 

comments were wrongly marked). 

I operationalized user engagement in two ways, including total interaction count, changes 

in subjects’ comment sentiment, and the count of voluntary moderation. For the total interaction 

count, I calculated the engagement by counting all users’ actions in the forum except those related 

to moderation, including thumbs-up or thumbs-down for a comment or reply and relying on a 

comment or reply. Alternative methods to calculate users’ engagement level are to assign weights 

to different actions, instead of treating all the actions as equal and summing them up (Cheng et al. 

2017). A main motivation to assign weights to different actions is because expressing-related 

actions (such as replying or commenting) are perceived as more engaging than those who express 

themselves in a salient mode (such as clicking thumbs up or down) or simply browsing. However, 

theoretically, there is no clear indication about how the weights should be decided. In addition, 

due to the limited number of comments available in the forum (12 for Studies 1-4 and 24 for Study 

5), assigning weights may easily lead to a high disparity in the measured engagement and biased 

results. Thus, in my current dissertation, I chose to use the total number of actions to represent 

engagement level. Please note that clicking the “report” button to report a missing inappropriate 

message to the bot or forum was excluded because that was captured in the voluntary moderation 

accuracy.  

To observe the effect of self-explanation on subjects’ comment sentiment change, I 

compared the sentiment of subjects’ revised comments (after the treatment) to their original 

comments (before the treatment). For comment sentiment analysis, I used the Python package 

AFINN (Nielsen 2011) to calculate sentiment scores for comments. The AFINN, however, has 

several limitations, such as a limited vocabulary of words that are assigned scores based on their 
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sentiment. In addition, the AFINN does not take into account the context in which a word is used 

(Srivastava et al. 2022). For example, the word "killer" may have a negative connotation when 

used to describe a person, but may have a positive connotation when used to describe an effective 

product. To provide a robustness check for the results, I also calculated the sentiment scores with 

the NLTK package.  

For deriving the total quantity of voluntary moderation decisions of a user, I counted the 

number of voluntary clicks on the report, agree with bot, and disagree with bot buttons that were 

made while the user freely engaged with the forum. 

In Study 5, I also deployed an embedded mouse movement tracking service on the webpage 

to track subjects’ mouse trajectories through FullStory (https://www.fullstory.com/). I used a host 

of pre-treatment variables as control measures, including users’ general news reading habits, abuse 

reporting habits, attitudes toward recreational marijuana legalization, and demographic 

information (age, gender, race, and education). I collected this information from the participants 

using a survey that was administered before the start of the experiment.  
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Table 5 List of Variables 

Variable  Description 

Panel A. Pretreatment variables 

Gender Subjects’ gender 

Age Subjects’ ages in years 

Race Subject’s race 

Education Subject’s education background 

Income Subject’s income level 

Marital Subject’s marital status 

Know_LM Subject’s knowledge level on the legalization of marijuana 

Vote_LM Subjects’ attitude on the legalization of marijuana (for or against) 

Read news Subjects’ online news reading frequency 

Read Comments Frequency of reading comment boards when reading online news  

Comment Frequency of posting comments when reading online news 

Reply Frequency of replying to others’ comments when reading online news 

Vote Frequency of clicking like or dislike for comments when reading online news 

Report Frequency of reporting inappropriate comments when reading online news 

Version Wave of data collection 

Panel B. Post-treatment variables 
Cognitive effort Seconds spent on the moderation task 

Mandatory 

moderationdecision quality 
Accuracy of the moderation task 

Bot error detection rate 
The percentage of correct disagreements with bot’s wrong suggestions over the 

total number of bot suggestions 

Voluntary moderation 

decision quality 

Accuracy of voluntarily moderated comments during interactions with the 

discussion forum 

Total interaction count Count of actions in the forum (moderation-related excluded) 

Comment sentiment change The sentiment changes of user-generated original comments and revised comments 

Count of voluntary 

moderation 

Count of the number of voluntary moderation actions on the forum 
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2.0 Study 1: Performance Effects of Directly Communicated and Self-Generated 

Explanations about Algorithmic Errors 

The purpose of Study 1 is to explore the moderation decision quality differences for users 

who were directly told about bots’ imperfections or actively discovered it through generating a 

self-generated explanation (H1). 

2.1 Method 

I aim to compare the impact of user-generated explanations of bot actions (ExplanationBot) 

on decision-making quality with a commonly used approach that organizations use to 

communicate bot errors directly to users: Examples of bot errors with direct pointing (InformBot). 

To observe users’ moderation decision quality without any bot assistance, I also included a 

baseline group: 3) NoBot. All participants were provided with the rules for commenting on the 

forum. Those who were not assisted by the bot (NoBot condition) were simply notified that all 

comments on the forum would be moderated, and they were requested to rate five comments as 

part of a moderation task before entering the full discussion forum. In contrast, those in the bot-

assisted conditions (ExplanationBot, InformBot) were notified that the forum uses a bot for 

assisting moderation of content.  

The subjects in InformBot and ExplanationBot learned about how the bot worked and read 

four specific comment examples that were categorized by the bot as appropriate or inappropriate. 

In the experiment, a key aspect is to be aware of and be attentive to the actions of the imperfect 
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algorithm. As noted earlier, I used the self-generated explanation technique to trigger a subject to 

anticipate algorithmic errors (Williams and Lombrozo 2010). After seeing four example 

comments, subjects in the ExplanationBot group were first asked to generate an explanation on 

how they thought the bot operated and why they thought the bot came to the particular moderation 

conclusions that were shown in the examples. After participants submitted their explanations, I 

illustrated that the bot is imperfect and can make mistakes. As shown in Figure 2, I categorized 

one example comment in each cell of the classification matrix: (1) a true positive, (2) a true 

negative, (3) a false positive (type I error), and (4) a false negative (type II error). In contrast, in 

the directly display condition (InformBot), after seeing the four examples, users were directly 

displayed the imperfections of the bot that were revealed through examples. For both groups, the 

same amount of information, including details about the bot’s classification outcomes and the 

explanations about bots’ errors that were presented. The only difference between the InformBot 

and ExplanationBot groups is the latter was prompted to provide an explanation about why the bot 

assessed comment 2 and comment 4 as appropriate, and comment 1 and 3 as inappropriate. While 

they were providing the explanations, I expect them to be aware that the bot made mistakes in 

classifying comment 3 and 4. Later, when they read the information in Figure 2, their suspicions 

would be confirmed. Because users in the explanation treatment condition (ExplanationBot) 

paused and spent more effort explaining and learning about the classification approach of the bot, 

they tend to be more aware of and attentive to the actions of the bot, and have a higher error 

anticipation, relative to the InformBot group.  
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Figure 2 Example comments to Highlight Bots' Errors to Users 

As noted earlier, I used the self-explanation technique to trigger a subject to be more aware 

of the need to monitor the system (Roscoe and Chi 2008, Williams and Lombrozo 2010). In my 

experiment, a key aspect is to be aware of and be attentive to the actions of the imperfect bot. In 

the Inform condition (InformBot), users were informed about the existence of the bot, and the 

imperfections of the bot were revealed through examples, but the users were not asked to pause 

and explain the inner workings of the bot. In contrast, subjects in the ExplanationBot group were 

first asked to explain how they thought the bot operated and why they thought the bot came to the 

particular moderation conclusions that were shown in the examples. After participants submitted 

their explanations, I presented the same details about the bot’s classification outcomes and the 

explanations about bots’ errors that were seen by the subjects in the InformBot condition. Because 

users in the explanation treatment condition (ExplanationBot) paused and spent more effort 

explaining and learning about the classification approach of the bot, they tend to be more aware of 

and attentive to the actions of the bot, relative to the InformBot group.  
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2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Manipulation Checks 

To check whether the explanation prompts indeed triggered users’ active involvement, I 

compared the total time spent on the content moderation tasks across the experimental groups. As 

shown in Figure 3, NoBot subjects spent, on average, about 164 seconds completing the 

moderation task. Similarly, subjects with the bot’s assistance but without self-explanation 

manipulations (InformBot) spent about 178 seconds on the moderation task. Subjects with self-

explanation manipulations (ExplanationBot), however, spent much more time assessing the 

moderation tasks (about 226 seconds), compared to all the other groups. Regression results further 

corroborated that the level of cognitive effort expended by subjects in the ExplanationBot 

condition is significantly higher than all the other groups.  

 

Figure 3 Bot, Self-Generated Explanation, and Cognitive Effort (Study 1) 
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2.2.2 Self-Generated Explanation Prompt Improve Decision Making Quality 

I first compared the cell means of each group to provide model-free evidence for the effect 

of bot and explanation prompt on subjects’ decision-making quality. From Figure 4, I can see that 

subjects who encountered the bot and were prompted to provide explanation (ExplanationBot) had 

the highest level of decision quality (72.1% accuracy), followed by the InformBot group (59.5% 

accuracy). The subjects in the NoBot group exhibited the lowest level of decision quality (13.3% 

accuracy). Table 6 provides the corresponding regression results for testing H1(a), H2(a), and H3. 

As shown in Model 1 of Table 6, NoBot subjects had a 13.3% accuracy rate. With the bot’s 

assistance, the accuracy of both the ExplanationBot and the InformBot groups increased 

significantly, relative to the baseline NoBot group. The coefficients of ExplanationBot and 

InformBot are significant in the models and the results of the tests comparing the coefficients also 

reveal statistically significant differences. As presented in Model 2 of Table 6, the results are 

consistent when the models include a host of pretreatment variables as covariates. Thus, H1(a), 

predicting an increase in decision making quality when highly accurate but imperfect bots are used 

as decision aids, is supported in the data. The results also indicate that the pause-and-explanation 

practice resulted in about 21.2% higher decision quality, relative to those who did not receive 

explanation prompt, which lends strong support to H1(a).  
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Figure 4 Bot and Decision Quality (Study 1) 

Note.  Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the mean 

Table 6 Bot and Decision Quality (Study 1) 

2.2.3 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects on Decision Making Quality 

As results in Table 6 demonstrate, the ExplanationBot treatment had the highest positive 

impact on decision quality. To explore the heterogeneity of this treatment effect on subjects, I 

analyzed nonparametric causal trees, which are regression trees used for the prediction of treatment 

effects. Causal trees partition the covariate space into a decision tree that minimizes prediction 

error while estimating constant treatment effects within each leaf of the tree (Athey et al. 2017). I 

used the causal tree method to evaluate how subjects respond differently to self-explanation 

prompts. Specifically, I used the causalTree package in R for analysis and used tenfold cross-

validation to avoid overfitting (Athey et al. 2017). As shown in Figure 5, I find that the impact of 

self-explanation prompts depends on age, prior forum interaction habits, topic knowledge, and 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interva] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.461*** 0.391 0.532 0.46*** 0.397 0.522 

ExplanationBot 0.588*** 0.515 0.661 0.589*** 0.521 0.658 

Constant# 0.133 0.081 0.185 0.473 -0.309 1.256 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 
InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) = 14.84  Prob > F =    0.000 
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topic related attitude. Specifically, subjects who are younger than 20 (34% of the sample) are less 

likely to be influenced by the self-explanation treatment (their accuracy in classifying messages 

was 4.6%). Subjects who are older than 20, with a higher level of prior knowledge on the topic, 

and with less prior experience with discussion forums benefitted substantially more from the 

ExplanationBot treatment (their accuracy in classifying messages was 71%).  

 

Figure 5 Heterogeneity of the Self-Explanation On Decision Quality (Study 1) 

Note. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the prediction using the causal tree is 0.49 

2.2.4 Self-Generated Explanation Prompt and Detecting Bot Errors 

I proceeded to explore the underlying mechanism behind the improvement in the decision 

quality of subjects in the ExplanationBot condition. In my hypothesis development, I posited that 

users who provide explanation would scrutinize the suggestions of imperfect bots and would be 

able to better detect errors made by the bots, relative to the users in the InformBot condition. Figure 

6 presents evidence for this underlying mechanism and indicates that subjects with self-

explanation prompts were able to detect and rectify 62.1% of the imperfect bot’s errors, but users 
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vote_LM >= 2 forumInteraction >= 1.3
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in the InformBot condition only identified 39.3% of the bot’s errors.  Regression results 

corroborated these significant differences, and I find strong support for my postulation that self-

explanation prompts help users with better error detection and correction.  

 

 

Figure 6 Detect Bot’s Error Rate (Study 1) 

Note.  Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the mean  

2.2.5 The Effects of Bot and Self-Generated Explanation Prompt on User Engagement 

One of my goals is to examine how subjects voluntarily contribute to the discussion forum 

and help the community to manage comments in the discussion forum. H1(b) predicts that 

engagement will increase with the use of a moderation bot and with self-explanation prompts.  

I first examined whether the presence of the bot and explanation prompt could influence 

total interaction counts, trigger subjects to revisit their comments, and to engage in more voluntary 

moderation decisions. As the results reported in panel A and B of Table 7 show, I did not find 

evidence supporting my expectations for overall forum interactions and comment sentiment 

change. There are no significant differences between the subjects in the NoBot and the other three 
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groups with respect to comment sentiment change. Upon reflection, I think a possible reason for 

this result could be that the bot was not designed to specifically encourage people to contribute or 

engage more, and the design focused on nudging subjects to locate inappropriate comments. The 

results in the Panel C of Table 7 reveal that the presence of the bot in both the ExplanationBot and 

InformBot groups decreased users’ intention to help make voluntary moderation decisions while 

voluntarily engaging with the discussion forum.  

Table 7 Effect of Self-explanation on Engagement (Study 1) 

Note: N=204; *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of them are statistically significant at p<0.05. 

I also explored the effect of the bot and self-explanation on accuracy of the voluntary 

moderation behaviors. As shown in Table 8, I found that when a bot was not present, subjects 

correctly reported, on average, 8.9% of the inappropriate comments. Introducing a bot improved 

subjects’ voluntary moderation accuracy. Specifically, with the aid of the bot, subjects with self-

explanation prompts correctly reported 63% of the inappropriate comments, achieving about seven 

times better performance than that of subjects in the no bot condition. Users who were in the 

InformBot treatment also had better performance than the NoBot group, reporting about 47.6% and 

Panel A: Overall Interactions 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.959 -1.239 3.157 1.5 -0.761 3.761 

ExplanationBot -1.659 -3.925 0.606 -1.415 -3.730 0.901 

Constant# 8.508*** 6.888 10.128 3.023 -19.938 25.984 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel B: Comment Sentiment Change 

InformBot -0.644 -1.862 0.573 -0.441 -1.681 0.799 

ExplanationBot 0.525 -0.667 1.718 0.711 -0.559 1.981 
Constant# -0.222 -0.849 0.404 -2.168 -14.760 10.424 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel C: Voluntary Moderation Count 

InformBot -0.998*** -1.507 -0.489 -1.048*** -1.564 -0.532 

ExplanationBot -1.617*** -2.142 -1.092 -1.679*** -2.207 -1.151 

Constant# 2.571*** 2.196 2.947 -1.671 -6.906 3.565 

Covariates+ No Yes 
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49.7% of the inappropriate comments found in the forum, respectively. The differences in 

voluntary moderation accuracy levels between the ExplanationBot and InformBot groups are all 

statistically significant. Overall, the presence of a bot and the self-explanation treatment increased 

subjects’ voluntary moderation accuracy, but it did not significantly improve their overall volume 

of contributions to the discussion forum. Thus, I did not find sufficient evidence in favor of H1(b). 

Table 8 Voluntary Moderation Accuracy (Study 1) 

Note: N=204. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant at p<0.05. 

 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.387*** 0.320 0.455 0.384*** 0.328 0.439 

ExplanationBot 0.541*** 0.472 0.610 0.542*** 0.480 0.605 

Constant# 0.089*** 0.039 0.138 0.564 -0.476 1.604 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 
InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   22.12, Prob > chi2 =   0.0000 
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3.0 Study 2: Does the Self-Generated Explanation effect endure? 

In Study 1, I found that compared to directly inform individuals about bots’ imperfections, 

prompting users to provide a self-generated explanation is beneficial for them to detect more 

algorithmic errors and increase their moderation decision quality. In Study 1, however, I found 

such effect only applied to the mandatory moderation task, but not the subsequent voluntary 

moderation task. There are two potential reasons: First, the active discovery about bot’ 

imperfections only increase users’ awareness to monitor the bots’ errors if they are required to 

complete a task. If the task is voluntary, individuals lost willingness working with the bot or may 

simply rely on the bot to complete the moderation task. Another potential reason is, the reason 

why users failed to detect errors in the voluntary moderation task is they became tired and their 

cognitive resources were depleted. To test which explanation is the reason for unsatisfying 

performance in voluntary moderation task, in Study 2, I replicated and extended Experiment 1 by 

exploring whether the effect of self-generated explanation endure (H2). In particular, after the bot 

imperfection training (direct communication or generating self-explanations), I switched the 

sequence of voluntary moderation task and mandatory moderation task. That is, after the prompt, 

users first entered the forum and completed the voluntary moderation task, and they were not 

required to complete the mandatory moderation task until they finished interacting with the forum. 

Under this setting, if the results showed a performance increase in the voluntary task, but the 

mandatory task, I could infer that the benefits of self-generated explanation does not endure 

multiple tasks because users’ cognitive resources were depleted. 
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3.1 Method 

In addition to the prior three conditions (NoBot, ExplanationBot, InformBot,), I deployed 

a fourth experimental condition DelayExplanationBot. The only difference between the 

ExplanationBot and DelayExplanationBot groups pertains to the time delay between receiving 

explanation prompts and the execution of content moderation and forum engagement tasks by the 

subjects in those groups. Specifically, after learning how the bot works with self-generated 

explanations, participants in the delayed explanation group (DelayExplanationBot) skipped the 

comment rating task temporarily and proceeded to the discussion forum directly. They completed 

the comment rating task in the last step, only after finishing their engagement with the discussion 

forum. Thus, while the subjects in the ExplanationBot condition approached the rating task 

immediately after the self-explanation, users in the DelayExplanationBot condition had to endure 

an intermediate task (engaging with the forum) before they could complete the rating task, which 

facilitates my assessment of whether the self-explanation could produce positive effects over 

multiple tasks.  

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Descriptive Analysis and Manipulation Check 

310 subjects (170 males and 140 females) participated in three experimental conditions 

focused on bot configuration. Subjects’ ages varied from 18 to 29 years, with a mean of 20.1 years 

old. A majority of the subjects (78.7%) were white. 84.19% of the subjects considered themselves 
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as having some but not a lot of knowledge on the topic of legalized recreational marijuana. Among 

all the subjects, 259 supported legalization (83.55%), and 51 subjects held the opposite opinion 

(14.45%). Regarding their online news reading habits, 79.03% regularly read news online, and 

49.68% frequently read comments under news articles, sometimes posting a comment on forums. 

80.97% subjects never or seldom post any comments or replies, and only 54.84% of the subjects 

reported having clicked ‘thumbs up’ or ‘thumbs down’ buttons during real-world discussion forum 

interactions. Notably, a majority of the subjects (78.71%) said they never flagged or reported any 

inappropriate comments during their real-world forum interactions.  

As shown in Table 9, the level of cognitive effort expended by subjects in the 

ExplanationBot condition is significantly higher than all the other groups. The delayed bot group 

(DelayExplanationBot) spent the least amount of time on the moderation task (about 155 seconds), 

consistent with a drop in the subjects’ cognitive resources as they completed the last step of their 

experiment tasks.  

Table 9 Cognitive Effort Spent on the Moderation Task (Study 2) 

3.2.2 Effect of Self-Explanation Failed to Endure Multiple Tasks 

To test whether the effect of explanation prompt endures multiple tasks, I compared the 

DelayExplanationBot group with the other conditions, and the results show that although the 

accuracy of these subjects (48.5%) is still higher than the NoBot condition (13.3%), it is 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 13.956 -9.869 37.780 17.871 -9.855 45.597 

ExplanationBot 61.207*** 36.652 85.762 61.794*** 32.480 91.107 

DelayExplanationBot -9.909 -32.086 12.268 -10.313 -31.417 10.792 

Constant# 164.444*** 146.881 182.008 3.187 -438.179 444.553 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient comparison 

InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   9.52, Prob > chi2 =    0.002 

InformBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0  𝜒2(1) =   38.53, Prob > chi2 =    0.000 

ExplanationBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0  𝜒2(1) =   6.44, Prob > chi2 =    0.011 
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substantially lower than those in the ExplanationBot and InformBot conditions. The tests of 

coefficient comparisons presented in Table 10 that the 23.6% difference in decision quality 

between the DelayExplanationBot and ExplanationBot, and the 11% accuracy difference between 

the DelayExplanationBot and InformBot conditions are significant at the p<0.05 level. These 

results indicate that the effect of self-generated explanation deteriorates over multiple tasks, and 

thus, I find evidence supporting H2. As a robustness check, as shown in 
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Table 11, I used an alternative measure of decision-making quality, the “F1” score, another 

commonly used metric to evaluate the performance of a binary classification model. Compared to 

Accuracy, which only reflects correctly classified instances out of all instances, the F1 score takes 

into account both precision and recall, and is especially useful when the class distribution is 

imbalanced. Similar to accuracy, the F1 score also ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best score 

possible. I found similar evidence supporting H1(a), and H2. 

Table 10 DelayExplanationBot and Decision Quality – Accuracy (Study 2) 

 

  

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.461*** 0.391 0.532 0.46*** 0.397 0.522 

ExplanationBot 0.588*** 0.515 0.661 0.589*** 0.521 0.658 

DelayExplanationBot 0.352*** 0.286 0.417 0.363*** 0.292 0.435 

Constant# 0.133 0.081 0.185 0.473 -0.309 1.256 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) = 14.84  Prob > F =    0.000 

InformBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =  34.83 Prob > F =    0.000 

ExplanationBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =  7.76   Prob > F =    0.005 
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Table 11 DelayExplanationBot and Decision Quality – F1 Score (Study 2) 

Note: N=310. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant at p<0.05. 

As shown in Table 12, the self-explanation effect of users in the DelayExplanationBot 

condition had deteriorated by the time the moderation tasks were presented, and the subjects in 

that condition had a much lower level of error identification (27.4%).  

Table 12 Detection of Bot's Error Rate (Study 2) 

Note: N=310. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘InformBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘InformBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, 

education, race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the 

legalization of marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation 

(comment, reply, click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant 

at p<0.05. 

In terms of the effect of the bot and self-explanation on accuracy of the voluntary 

moderation behaviors, users who were in the DelayExplanationBot treatments had better 

performance than the NoBot group, reporting about 47.6% and 49.7% of the inappropriate 

comments found in the forum, respectively. The differences in voluntary moderation accuracy 

levels between the ExplanationBot, InformBot, and DelayExplanationBot groups are all 

statistically significant.  

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.595*** 0.516 0.673 0.611*** 0.546 0.676 

ExplanationBot 0.793*** 0.713 0.874 0.799*** 0.727 0.871 

DelayExplanatioB

ot 0.669*** 0.596 0.742 0.697*** 0.619 0.775 

Constant# 0.136*** 0.078 0.194 -0.025 -0.077 0.028 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) = 35.15 Prob > F =    0.000 

InformBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =  6.59  Prob > F =    0.000 

ExplanationBot - DelayExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =  6.32   Prob > F =    0.005 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

ExplanationBot 0.228*** 0.123 0.333 0.241*** 0.129 0.353 

ExplanationDelayBot -0.12** -0.213 -0.026 -0.095* -0.199 0.008 

Constant# 0.393*** 0.322 0.465 0.46 -0.782 1.702 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient comparison ExplanationBot - MindfulDelayBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   35.02   Prob > chi2 =    0.000 
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Table 13 Voluntary Moderation Accuracy (Study 2) 

Note: N=310. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant at p<0.05. 

In the prior study, I did not find evidence supporting my expectations for overall forum 

interactions and comment sentiment change. As shown in Table 14, only the subjects in the 

DelayExplanationBot group, who encountered the voluntary moderation task immediately 

following the self-explanation manipulation, have a higher level of interactions count than the 

NoBot group; there are no significant differences between the subjects in the NoBot and the other 

three groups with respect to comment sentiment change. Similar to the overall interactions count, 

only the subjects in the DelayExplanationBot group had higher voluntary moderation quantity than 

other groups. Thus, I believe that the subjects in the ExplanationBot group had likely depleted 

their cognitive resources by the time they completed their mandatory rating task and entered the 

discussion forum for making voluntary contributions. This result, again, provides evidence that the 

effect of self-generated explanation did not endure multiple tasks (H2). 

  

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.387*** 0.320 0.455 0.384*** 0.328 0.439 

ExplanationBot 0.541*** 0.472 0.610 0.542*** 0.480 0.605 

ExplanationDelayBot 0.408*** 0.346 0.471 0.428*** 0.371 0.486 

Constant# 0.089*** 0.039 0.138 0.564 -0.476 1.604 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

InformBot - ExplanationBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   22.12, Prob > chi2 =   0.0000 

InformBot - MindfulDelayBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   10.70, Prob > chi2 =   0.0000 

ExplanationBot - MindfulDelayBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   1.88, Prob > chi2 =     0.0000 
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Table 14 Effect of Self-explanation on Engagement (Study 2) 

Note: N=310; *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of them are statistically significant at p<0.05. 

Panel A: Overall Interactions 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformBot 0.959 -1.239 3.157 1.5 -0.761 3.761 

ExplanationBot -1.659 -3.925 0.606 -1.415 -3.730 0.901 

DelayExplanationBot 2.105* 0.059 4.151 2.278* 0.082 4.474 

Constant# 8.508*** 6.888 10.128 3.023 -19.938 25.984 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel B: Comment Sentiment Change 

InformBot -0.644 -1.862 0.573 -0.441 -1.681 0.799 

ExplanationBot 0.525 -0.667 1.718 0.711 -0.559 1.981 

DelayExplanationBot -0.048 -1.176 1.079 -0.08 -1.283 1.122 

Constant# -0.222 -0.849 0.404 -2.168 -14.760 10.424 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel C: Voluntary Moderation Count 

InformBot -0.998*** -1.507 -0.489 -1.048*** -1.564 -0.532 

ExplanationBot -1.617*** -2.142 -1.092 -1.679*** -2.207 -1.151 

DelayExplanationBot 2.155*** 1.681 2.629 2.042*** 1.541 2.542 

Constant# 2.571*** 2.196 2.947 -1.671 -6.906 3.565 

Covariates+ No Yes 
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4.0 Study 3: Does accuracy of the bot matter? 

In Studies 1-2, I examined cognition as the main attribute of the human agent in the 

collaborative hybrid designs. In Studies 3 and 4, I examined imperfection as the main attribute of 

the AI bot agent. In this chapter, I will examine the level of algorithmic imperfection, i.e., accuracy 

(Wickens and Dixon 2007). Prior research on accuracy and users’ adoption of bots’ suggestions 

show that 70% level of accuracy is a threshold, below which users will discard the bot and purely 

rely on their own assessments (Wickens and Dixon 2007, Yu et al. 2019). Thus, studies examining 

the behavioral impacts of algorithm accuracy generally chose the accuracy levels above and under 

70%. For example, Yin et al. deployed four levels of accuracy to examine the impact of accuracy 

on trust on automation tools: 60%, 70%, 90%, or 95% (Yin et al. 2019).  

As previously discussed, extant research tested only the direct communication approach to 

inform the users about bots’ level of imperfections. With self-generated explanation prompts, users 

may have higher empathy about bots’ limitations, and will be more willing to respond to a less 

accurate bot (below 70%). Thus, the purpose the Study 3 is to test whether users receiving self-

generated explanations, compared to those who were directly informed about the bots’ 

imperfections, could still detect bots’ errors and achieve a higher moderation decision quality.  

4.1 Methods 

The bot accuracy level used in Studies 1 and 2 was 80%.  To manipulate the accuracy level 

in Study 3, I deployed the bot at two lower levels of accuracy: 60%, and 50%. There are three 
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reasons why I chose two groups with accuracy level less than 70%. First, theoretically, prior study 

shows that 70% is a threshold below which users no longer rely on the bot (Wickens and Dixon 

2007); whereas practically, the Google Perspective API bot, by default, choose 70% as a threshold 

for classifying whether a comment is toxic or not. Thus, to test whether self-generated explanation 

can compensate for lower accuracy level, the bot with accuracy lower than 70% are needed. 

Among many possible accuracy choices below 70%, we set 50% as the bottom line (lowest 

accuracy) and 60% as another choice (relatively low accuracy). 50% was chosen since modern 

learning-based algorithms are expected to achieve an accuracy that is more than chance level. 60% 

is chosen for the convenience of experiment design. we had five comments for subjects to review 

in the mandatory moderation task, where I needed to assign which comments received an incorrect 

assessment from the bot. When the bot made one error out of five, the bot accuracy is 80%. When 

the bot made two errors out of five, the bot accuracy was 60%. There was no way for us to have a 

design between 60% and 80% accuracy. For the bot with 50% accuracy level, in addition to two 

wrongly assessed comments, we randomly assigned the last comment to either be marked as 

appropriate or not appropriate, to get an average accuracy of 50%. For the voluntary moderation 

task, the bot made correct assessments of 6,8, and 10, to get 50%, 66.7%, and 83.3% levels of 

accuracy respectively. 

To improve individuals' comprehension of bots' function for bots with 50% and 60% 

accuracy level, I incorporated a new method called "enhancedExplanation". In the explanationBot 

group, the same group used in Study 1, users provided one explanation by answering the question 

"why the bot assessed the comments as appropriate or inappropriate." However, in the 

enhancedExplanation group, users were prompted to answer an additional question: "Did you 
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notice any errors the bot made?" This was in addition to answering the initial question about why 

the bot assessed the comments in a certain way. 

4.2 Result 

4.2.1 Descriptive Analysis and Manipulation Check 

221 subjects (122 males, 98 females, 1 self-identified as ‘other’) participated in seven 

experimental conditions focused on bot’s accuracy level and enhanced explanation prompt. 

Subjects’ ages varied from 19 to 32 years, with a mean of 20.1. A majority of the subjects (78.73%) 

were white. 83.71% of the subjects considered themselves as having a little but limited knowledge 

on the topic of legalized recreational marijuana. Among all the subjects, 184 supported legalization 

(83.26%), and 37 subjects held the opposite opinion (16.74%). Regarding their online news 

reading habits, 82.35% regularly read news online, and 79.19% frequently read comments under 

news articles, sometimes posting a comment on forums. 80.54% of the subjects never or seldom 

post any comments or replies, and only 51.58% reported having clicked ‘thumbs up’ or ‘thumbs 

down’ buttons during real-world discussion forum interactions. Similar to the participants in Study 

1 and Study 2, a majority of the subjects (70.59%) said they never flagged or reported any 

inappropriate comments during their real-world forum interactions.  

In the survey after completing all the tasks in the simulated discussion forum, subjects 

answered a 5-scale Likert question about how accurate do they think the bot is (1-5 representing 

very low to very high). The results showed that subjects in the 60% accuracy group perceived 

higher accuracy than the subjects in the 50% group ( p <0.05).  
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4.2.2 Varying the Bot’s Accuracy and Strengthening the Explanation Prompt 

In Study 3, I manipulated the bots’ accuracy in the presence of regular and enhanced self-

explanation prompts. I first compared the cell means of each group to provide model-free evidence 

for the effect of bots’ accuracy and explanation prompt on subjects’ decision-making quality. As 

shown in Error! Reference source not found., Subjects in the NoBot condition, on average, 

exhibited 62.3% accuracy. Similar to what I found in Study 1, in general, introducing a bot 

significantly improved subjects’ decision quality only if users actively discovered the bot’s 

imperfection. Otherwise, if the bots’ accuracy is not high (50% and 60% accuracy level), users’ 

decision-making quality was hurt. Specifically, subjects in the InformStrictBot group (the 60% 

accuracy bot) had 60.6% accuracy, slightly lower than the NoBot group, whereas subjects in 

InformLenientBot group (the 50% accuracy bot) had 44.1% accuracy, much lower than the NoBot 

group. Subjects in the explanation groups had higher decision quality than the Inform groups. 

Among these subjects who were prompted to explain, those working with the strict bot have higher 

decision quality than the corresponding groups working with the lenient bot.  
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Figure 7 Algorithmic Error Detection Rate and Decision Quality for Mandatory Task (Study 3) 

Note.  N = 211. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the mean 

Table 15 provides the corresponding regression results. As shown in Model 1 of Table 15, 

NoBot subjects had a 62.3% accuracy rate. With the bot’s assistance, but without active discovery, 

the accuracy either significantly dropped (InformLenienetBot) or was no better than not having the 

bots’ assistance (InformStrictBot). However, for both strict and lenient bots, the accuracy of 

explanation groups increased significantly, relative to the baseline NoBot group. The coefficients 

of explanation groups are significant in the models and the results of the tests comparing the 

coefficients also reveal statistically significant differences. As presented in Model 2 of Table 15, 

the results are consistent when the models include a host of pretreatment variables as covariates.  
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Table 15 Bot and Decision Quality (Study 3) 

Note: N=211. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant at p<0.05. 

4.2.3 Explanation Prompt and Detecting Bot Errors 

I proceeded to explore the underlying mechanism behind the improvement in the decision 

quality of subjects in the explanation groups. Results were consistent with the main results in Study 

1 when the bot operated at the 60% accuracy level and in the presence of regular and enhanced 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformStrictBot -0.017 -0.107 0.073 -0.026 -0.126 0.074 

ExplanationStrictBot 0.223*** 0.134 0.312 0.224*** 0.129 0.319 

EnhancedExplanation 

StrictBot 

0.143** 0.049 0.236 0.129* 0.020 0.239 

InformLenientBot -0.182*** -0.271 -0.092 -0.181*** -0.279 -0.083 

ExplanationLenientBot 0.140** 0.049 0.231 0.123** 0.030 0.215 

EnhancedExplanation 

LenientBot 

0.141* 0.040 0.242 0.127* 0.013 0.242 

Constant# 0.623*** 0.560 0.686 0.000 -0.819 0.819 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

InformStrictBot - ExplanationStrictBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   27.86, Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

InformStrictBot - EnhancedExplanationStrictBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   11.20, Prob > chi2 =    0.0010 

InformStrictBot - InformLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   12.95, Prob > chi2 =    0.0004 

InformStrictBot - ExplanationLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   11.35, Prob > chi2 =    0.0009 

InformStrictBot –  

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   9.33, Prob > chi2 =    0.0025 

ExplanationStrictBot –  

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   2.86, Prob > chi2 =    0.0920 

ExplanationStrictBot - InformLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   79.25, Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

ExplanationStrictBot - ExplanationLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   3.25, Prob > chi2 =    0.0728 

ExplanationStrictBot – 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   2.56, Prob > chi2 =    0.1114 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot –  

InformoutineLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   46.23, Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot -ExplanationLenientBot 

= 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.00, Prob > chi2 =    0.9503 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot -

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.00, Prob > chi2 =    0.9719 

InformLenientBot - ExplanationLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   47.79, Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

InformLenientBot –  

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   39.00,Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

ExplanationLenientBot - 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.00, Prob > chi2 =    0.9827 
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self-explanation prompts. Interestingly, when the bot operated at the chance level of accuracy 

(50%), users did not detect more errors than the InformLenientBot group. These results indicate 

that subjects working with the strict bot were able to detect and rectify much more bot errors than 

those in the corresponding groups working with the lenient bot.  

As shown in Table 16, error detection rates for users who encountered the lenient bot that 

operated at the chance level of accuracy did not improve even with the explanation prompts. In 

contrast, when the bot operated at the 60% accuracy level, users were able to detect more bot 

errors.  

Table 16 Detection of Bot's Error Rate (Study 3) 

Note: N=211. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘InformLenientBot’ 

condition, in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘InformLenientBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: 

Gender, age, education, race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about 

the legalization of marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation 

(comment, reply, click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of these covariates are significant 

at p<0.05. 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

ExplanationLenientBot 0.012 -0.011 0.035 0.007 -0.024 0.038 

EnhancedExplanation 

LenientBot 0.008 -0.017 0.034 0.010 -0.013 0.034 

InformStrictBot 0.029** 0.007 0.052 0.026* 0.006 0.047 

ExplanationStrictBot 0.031* 0.008 0.053 0.028* 0.006 0.049 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot 0.021 -0.003 0.045 0.023 0.000 0.047 

Constant# 0.040*** 0.024 0.056 0.386 0.166 0.607 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

InformStrictBot - ExplanationStrictBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   0.01, Prob > chi2 =    0.9040 

InformStrictBot - EnhancedExplanationStrictBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   0.48, Prob > chi2 =    0.4882 

InformStrictBot - ExplanationLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   2.29, Prob > chi2 =    0.1319 

InformStrictBot –  

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   2.62, Prob > chi2 =    0.1072 

ExplanationStrictBot –  

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.66, Prob > chi2 =    0.4161 

ExplanationStrictBot - ExplanationLenientBot = 0 𝜒2(1) =   2.70, Prob > chi2 =    0.1021 

ExplanationStrictBot-  

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   3.01, Prob > chi2 =    0.0844 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot – 

ExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.59, Prob > chi2 =    0.4428 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot-

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.89, Prob > chi2 =    0.3454 

ExplanationLenientBot- 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot = 0 
𝜒2(1) =   0.06, Prob > chi2 =    0.8000 
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4.2.4 The Effects of Bot and Explanation Prompt on User Engagement 

In terms of engagement, Study 3’s results were consistent with those in Study 1. As the 

results reported in panels A and B of Table 17 show, I did not find evidence supporting my 

expectations on overall interactions and comment sentiment: there are no significant differences 

between the subjects in the NoBot and the other groups with respect to their overall interactions 

and comment sentiment change. The results in the Panel C of Table 17 reveal that the 

InformLenientBot group increased users’ intentions to help make voluntary moderation decisions 

while voluntarily engaging with the discussion forum. This is different than what Study 1 revealed. 

One possible explanation could be that users who worked with the bot with lower accuracy may 

have been motivated to help the forum community because they noticed the bot was not working 

effectively.  

Overall, Study 3’s results were consistent with the main results in Study 1 when the bot 

operated at the 60% accuracy level and in the presence of regular and enhanced self-explanation 

prompts. When the bot operated at the chance level of accuracy (50%), users lost interest in 

collaborating with the bot, and there were no significant improvements in decision-making quality 

or voluntary engagement with the forum, even in the presence of enhanced self-explanation 

prompts. H3 is supported. These results suggest that digital platforms may compensate for the 

lower accuracy of bots by prompting self-explanation of users, but there is a threshold level of 

bots’ accuracy below which bots will not improve the performance of users. In the experimental 

context, I determined the threshold level of bot accuracy to be between 50% and 60%, if decision-

making quality and user engagement are the main performance outcomes of concern. 
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Table 17 Effect of Self-explanation, bots’ accuracy on Engagement (Study 3) 

Note: N=221; *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NoBot’ condition, 

in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, education, 

race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the legalization of 

marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation (comment, reply, 

click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of them are statistically significant at p<0.05. 

Panel A: Overall Interactions 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformStrictBot 0.523 -3.429 4.474 1.494 -2.145 5.133 

ExplanationStrictBot -0.771 -4.694 3.151 -0.334 -3.729 3.062 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot 2.435 -1.685 6.556 2.294 -1.787 6.374 

InformLenientBot 3.787 -0.164 7.739 3.549 -0.493 7.590 

ExplanationLenientBot 0.041 -3.972 4.054 -0.281 -4.077 3.514 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot 1.729 -2.736 6.193 0.893 -3.028 4.814 

Constant# 7.771*** 4.998 10.545 81.230*** 43.395 119.065 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel B: Comment Sentiment Change 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformStrictBot 0.183 -2.237 2.604 -0.354 -3.006 2.298 

ExplanationStrictBot -1.343 -3.746 1.060 -1.893 -4.537 0.751 

EnhancedExplanationStrictot -1.642 -4.167 0.882 -2.281 -5.036 0.474 

InformLenientBot -1.582 -4.002 0.839 -1.797 -4.758 1.164 

ExplanationLenientBot -0.760 -3.218 1.699 -1.036 -3.867 1.795 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot -0.910 -3.645 1.825 -1.100 -3.605 1.405 

Constant# 1.229 -0.471 2.928 4.467 -31.801 40.736 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel C: Voluntary Moderation Count 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

InformStrictBot 0.608 -0.568 1.784 0.680 -0.452 1.812 

ExplanationStrictBot 0.429 -0.739 1.596 0.404 -0.762 1.569 

EnhancedExplanationStrictBot 0.797 -0.429 2.023 0.504 -0.829 1.838 

InformLenientBot 1.726** 0.550 2.902 1.610** 0.412 2.808 

ExplanationLenientBot 0.502 -0.693 1.696 0.547 -0.723 1.816 

EnhancedExplanationLenientBot 0.905 -0.424 2.234 0.649 -0.683 1.982 

Constant# 1.686* 0.860 2.511 6.341 -5.355 18.037 

Covariates+ No Yes 
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5.0 Study 4: Does valence of the bot matter? 

Studies 1 to 3 examined the effects of self-generated explanation and bots’ accuracy on 

moderation decision making quality in the scenarios where users work with a moderation bot that 

marked inappropriate comments to users. Contrary to my hypothesis H1(b), I failed to find 

evidence supporting that self-generated explanation will increase user engagement level. One 

possible explanation is that engagement is more correlated with the atmosphere created by the 

forum (positive or negative), which can be changed through bots’ valence. For example, in the 

online community context, a positive valence represents the platforms’ intention to orient users to 

appreciate insightful comments and reward others’ contributions, rather than to monitor 

inappropriate comments and punish those who violate the commenting rules (Coursaris et al. 

2018). In short, a content moderation bot can either be set up to censor or praise users’ comments, 

which may influence users’ engagement. Thus, the purpose of Study 4 was to explore the impact 

of the bot’s valence (positive or negative) on users’ engagement.  

5.1 Method 

5.1.1 Experiment Procedure 

The experiment procedures of study 4 are similar to those for the ExplanationBot condition 

in Studies 1-3, except that I varied the bot’s processing orientation and user’s interaction with the 

bots was fully voluntary (i.e., not a structured moderation task). In the “NegativeBot” condition 
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the bot marks up comments that violate the forum rules, whereas in the “PositiveBot” condition 

the bot highlights insightful contributions. Similar to Studies 1-3, after reading the article and 

posting their comments, subjects were shown a pop-up window, which included information about 

the commenting rules, bot assessment examples, and a prompt to complete the explanation task. 

After learning about how bot moderates or recommends comments, users were allowed to revisit 

their own comments and enter the discussion forum. Subjects were able to click “agree” or 

“disagree” buttons to provide feedback about the bot’s assessments, and report or recommend any 

comments they believed were missed by the bot. Participants were encouraged to engage with the 

forum as much as they wished, including but not limited to leaving comments, replying to existing 

comments, up-voting and down-voting comments, reporting any inappropriate comments, and 

interacting with the bot. In Studies 1-3 and in the NegativeBot condition of Study 4, the report-to-

the-bot button is used to report inappropriate comments missed by the bot that were discovered by 

the users. In the PositiveBot condition of Study 4, the report button is used to recommend insightful 

comments that were discovered by users but were not highlighted by the bot. 

5.1.2 Manipulations on valence of the bot’s processing orientation 

I manipulated valence of the bot by changing its processing orientation to derive two 

experiment groups: (1) PositiveBot, and (2) NegativeBot. A content moderation bot can either 

censor or praise users’ comments. When the bot’s function is to mark or remove comments 

violating the discussion rules, its valence is negative (“NegativeBot”), and when the bot’s function 

is to highlight and recommend insightful contributions to the community, its valence is positive 

(“PositiveBot”). Participants were either told that a bot in the forum would monitor and mark 

inappropriate comments, or that a bot in the forum would highlight and recommend insightful 
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comments. After entering the discussion forum, subjects in the NegativeBot condition would see a 

label saying “Bot assessment: not appropriate” attached to suspicious comments. In contrast, 

subjects in the PositiveBot condition would see a label saying “Bot assessment: recommended by 

the bot” attached to those potentially insightful comments. In both cases, subjects could click 

“agree with bot” or “disagree with bot” to confirm or correct the bots’ assessment.  

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Descriptive analysis 

In Study 4, 74 subjects (44 males and 30 females) participated in two experimental 

conditions focused on the valence of the bot’s processing orientation. Ages varied from 18 to 26, 

with a mean of 20.65 years. A majority of the subjects (78.38%) were white. 93.24% of the subjects 

thought they had some but not a lot of knowledge about legalization of recreational marijuana, and 

75.68% of the subjected supported legalization. Regarding their online news reading habits, 

86.49% regularly read news online and 82.43% reported having frequently read the discussion 

forum comments about news articles, but only 24.60% of the subjects had posted their own 

comments in real-world forums. Similar to the participants in Study 1, 56.76% of the subjects 

reported having clicked ‘thumbs up’ or ‘thumbs down’ during their real-world usage of discussion 

forums; 87.84% of all the subjects (N=65) said they had never flagged or reported any 

inappropriate comments in forums in the past.  

I compared all experimental conditions to ensure subjects were randomly assigned to the 
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treatments1. Except Age, all other coefficients of the pre-treatment variables in the analysis of 

variance models are not statistically significant (i.e., p-value> 0.05). The significant coefficient of 

Age (p=0.005) indicates some imbalance in the treatment assignment with respect to subjects’ age. 

Further examination of this revealed an outlier subject in Study 4 who was 29 years old, a level 

substantially higher than the mean Age of the sample (20.1). After removing that subject, there are 

no significant differences between the two treatment groups across all pre-treatment variables2. 

Overall, the results indicate that the randomization of treatment assignment was successful.  

5.2.2 Positive Bot Increases Engagement 

As hypothesized in H4, I examined whether a positive bot could increase subjects’ overall 

interactions and positivity of their comments while engaging with the discussion forum. As shown 

in Table 18, subjects in the positive bot condition had higher levels of overall interactions, 

voluntary moderations, and positive sentiment changes, as compared with those working with the 

negative bot. These results show strong support for H4, and I conclude that if the valence of the 

bot is positive, it contributes to a higher level of user engagement and positivity in contributing to 

the discussion forum.  

  

 

1 Cell means of covariates are presented in Table 3 in the Appendix. 

2 I did robustness checks by redoing all the analysis after removing the outlier observation. I found that the exclusion 

of the outlier observation did not change the results significantly. 
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Table 18 Bot Valence and Engagement (Study 4) 

Note: N=74; *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; #: The constant in Model 1 represents the ‘NegativeBot’ 

condition, in Model 2 it subsumes the ‘NoBot’ condition; +: Model 2 includes the following covariates: Gender, age, 

education, race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about the 

legalization of marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation 

(comment, reply, click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of them are statistically significant 

at p<0.05. 

5.2.3 Exploring Moderation Behavior Differences Between Positive And Negative Bot 

In addition, I explored whether the valence of a bot’s processing orientation will change 

users’ moderation behaviors. I found that users working with the PositiveBot reported more 

comments to the bot. In other words, subjects in the positive bot group voluntarily recommended 

more comments to the bot than those reported by the subjects in the NegativeBot condition. Those 

results imply that users are more engaged with the forum when working with a positive bot than a 

negative bot.  

Panel A: Overall Interactions 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

PositiveBot 5.727*** 2.800 8.655 4.85* 1.115 8.585 

Constant# 5.741 3.429 8.053 1.504 -30.376 33.384 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel B: Comment Sentiment Change 

PositiveBot 2.357*** 1.513 3.201 2.248*** 0.9415 3.5545 

Constant# 0.111 -0.242 0.464 -1.738 -12.8891 9.4126 

Covariates+ No Yes 

Panel C: Voluntary Moderation Count 

PositiveBot 1.757** 0.482 3.033 1.545* 0.025 3.066 

Constant# 3.370*** 2.354 4.387 1.414 -11.738 14.565 

Covariates+ No Yes 
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Figure 8 Bot Valence and Reporting (Study 4) 

Note.  Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the mean 

5.2.4 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects of Positive Bot on Decision Making Quality 

Next, I explored how the effect of a positive bot on how subjects’ comment sentiment 

change varied across the subjects. As shown in Figure 9, the impact of the positive bot varied 

depending on key features: prior forum interaction habits, voting attitude for the topic, and age. 

Subjects with limited prior forum interactions (12% of the sample) are more influenced by a 

positive bot and changed the positivity of their comments more than others. Among those who 

were more familiar with online discussion forums (88% of the sample), those who supported the 

legalization of marijuana (66% of the sample) were more likely to be influenced by the bot in 

improving the positivity of their comments. Among the people who supported legalization of 

marijuana, subjects younger than 22 (32% of the sample) are more likely to be influenced by the 

positive bot.  
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Figure 9 Heterogeneity of the Effect of Positive Bot (Study 4) 

Note. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the causal tree’s prediction is 0.58. 
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6.0 Study 5: Reducing Complacency Potential as Underlying Mechanism 

After examining the cognitive attributes of human agents and the imperfect attributes of 

AI bot agent, I explored the underlying mechanism of the delegation process between these two 

agents. To compare the differences in complacency potential as the underlying mechanism of 

direct communication and self-generated explanation groups, I replicated the experiment groups 

of Study 1 (NoBot, InformBot, ExplanationBot) but added a measurement of complacency 

potential immediately after they expose to bot imperfection illustration (The matrix in Figure 2). 

In addition, I also added two more groups who also received direct communication about bots’ 

imperfections to observe more variations in the complacency potential. Lastly, to observe the 

differences in voluntary moderation behaviors and engagement, I decreased the difficulty of the 

moderated comments to reduce the cognitive depletion level and included more comments in the 

discussion forum (from 12 to 24 comments) to observe whether the self-generated explanation 

could also improve the voluntary decision-making quality and engagement on the forum. 

6.1 Method 

6.1.1 Manipulations 

I aim to compare the impact of user-generated explanations of bot actions (Explanation) 

on decision-making quality with three other commonly used approaches that organizations use to 

communicate bot errors directly to users: (a) a disclaimer stating that the moderation bot can make 
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mistakes (Disclaimer); (b) Materials about the consequences of relying too much on machines 

(Alert); (c) Examples of bot errors with direct pointing (Inform). It is important to note that both 

the Inform and Explanation groups will encounter specific examples of bot errors. However, while 

the Inform group will be promptly notified of any errors, the Explanation group will not be made 

aware of them until they provide an explanation about the bot actions. All the four groups expose 

users to bots’ potential imperfections either indirectly (i.e., Explanation group) or directly (i.e., 

Inform, Disclaimer, and Alert groups), which may affect their likelihood to detect bots’ errors. For 

example, if users simply rely on the algorithm without questioning, or become aversive to use the 

algorithm, their algorithmic detection rate will be lower than those who actually pay attention to 

algorithms’ performance. 

Based on the four designs to affect users’ anticipation about algorithmic errors, I conducted 

four experimental groups with bot: (1) DisclaimerBot, (2) AlertBot, (3) InformBot, and (4) 

ExplanationBot. I also included a group without bots’ presence to understand the baseline 

behaviors when no automation is involved: (5) NoBot condition. Thus, there are five treatment 

conditions in Experiment 1. All participants were provided with the rules for commenting on the 

forum. Those in the bot-assisted conditions were notified that the forum uses a bot for assisting 

moderation of content.  

For AlertBot group, I provided subjects an article illustrating three short examples of 

complacency and the corresponding consequences. The three examples vary from severe and 

professional settings including an aviation accident, a medical accident due to complacency, and 

day-to-day life settings including individuals neglecting obvious errors in grammar checking 

software.  

In the Disclaimer condition, one sentence saying “The bot is not perfect. Please be prepared 
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to come across some errors” is used. To provide similar amount of information compared to other 

conditions, I provided an article on the same news topic of the given reading article (i.e., 

legalization of recreational marijuana) with similar length to the articles I used in the AlertBot 

condition.  

Finally, those who were not assisted by the bot (NoBot condition), after learning about the 

comment rules, were notified that all comments on the forum would be moderated, and they were 

requested to rate five comments as part of a moderation task before entering the full discussion 

forum.  

6.1.2 Measurements 

I followed the same procedures as in prior study but added a measurement for complacency 

after subjects reading the matrix displaying the bots’ error (Figure 3), and right before starting the 

five-comment moderation tasks. I adopted AICP-R scale to measure the complacency, which 

reflects subjects’ attitude to alleviate workload to the bot and level of lack of responsibility for 

monitoring the bots (Merritt et al. 2019). There are ten items in the AICP-R (see Error! Reference 

source not found.). The AICP-R is a Likert scale, where the response set for each item ranges 

from “Strongly disagree” (coded as 1) to “Strongly agree” (coded as 5). 
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Table 19 Measurement Items for Complacency Potential (adopted from Merritt et al. 2019) 

Alleviating Workload to Moderation Bot:  

• When I need to review a large volume of comments, it makes sense to delegate the moderation task to a bot. 

• When visiting an online forum, if I were looking for certain information, I would let the bot handle some 

moderation tasks for me. 

• The bot should be used to ease users' workload. 

• If the bot is available to help me with moderating comments, it makes sense for me to shift more attention to 

my other activities on the discussion forum (e.g., leave comments and replies to other users, click thumbs up 

or dislike for threads). 

• Distractions and interruptions are less of a problem for me when I have a bot to cover the moderation task. 

Lack of Awareness to Monitor the Bot Performance: 

• Even if the bot can help me with the moderation task, I should pay attention to its performance.* 

• Constantly monitoring the bot's performance is a waste of time. 

• Even when I have a lot to do, I am likely to watch the bot carefully for errors.* 

• It's not very necessary to pay much attention to the bot when it catches the potential abusive comments on the 

forum. 

• Carefully watching the bot takes time away from more important or interesting things. 

*Reversed question. 

6.2 Result 

6.2.1 Subjects 

I recruited 166 undergraduate students (102 males and 104 females) from a major U.S. 

institution participated in five experimental conditions focused on bot configuration. Subjects’ 

ages varied from 18 to 29 years, 84.19% of the subjects considered themselves as having some, 
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but not a lot of knowledge on the topic of legalized recreational marijuana. Majority subjects are 

regular online social media users. See Appendix B for more detailed descriptions about the 

subjects. 

6.2.2 Manipulation checks 

I compared the total time spent on the mandatory content moderation tasks across the 

experimental groups. As shown in Figure 10, subjects in DisclaimerBot, AlertBot, and 

ExplanationBot groups spent the most time completing the mandatory moderation tasks (159.879, 

179.896, and 163.01 seconds respectively). Nevertheless, subjects were directly told where the bot 

made mistakes but without explanation manipulations (InformBot) spent much less time than the 

other three with-bot groups, with 89.672 seconds on the moderation task. The cognitive effort that 

the InformBot expended is similar to that of NoBot subjects (64.595 seconds). Regression results 

further corroborated that the level of cognitive effort expended by subjects in the ExplanationBot, 

DisclaimerBot, and AlertBot conditions are significantly higher than the InformBot and NoBot 

groups (see Appendix B Table 1).  

 

Figure 10 Cognitive Effort on Mandatory Moderation Tasks (Study 5) 
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Furthermore, I examined the explanation content submitted by subjects in the 

ExplanationBot group. As expected, I found subjects were able to notice the error made by the bot. 

For example, some subjects were comfortable directly expressing their disagreement with the bot 

or expressed their confusions about understanding the bots’ actions. See Appendix B for some 

exemplar self-generated explanation contents. 

6.2.3 Self-Generated Explanation Improve Error Detection and Decision-Making Quality 

Figure 11 shows the model-free evidence for the effect of self-generated explanation on 

subjects’ error detection rate and decision-making quality. I found that the ExplanationBot group 

achieved the highest decision-making quality in both mandatory and voluntary moderation tasks. 

As shown in Figure 5, subjects who encountered the bot and were prompted to provide explanation 

(ExplanationBot) had a higher level of decision quality (84.4% accuracy) compared to all other 

groups. The InformBot group and NoBot group exhibited the lowest level of decision quality 

(59.3% and 47.1%, respectively). By looking into whether the increased performance of decision 

quality can be driven by detecting more bots’ errors, I found that subjects in ExplanationBot were 

able to detect and rectify 71.85% of the imperfect bot’s errors, followed by AlertBot group 

(57.4%). However, users in the InformBot condition only identified 43.7% of the bot’s errors, and 

DisclaimerBot group only identified 40.69% bots’ errors.  
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Figure 11 Algorithmic Error Detection Rate and Decision Quality on Mandatory Moderation Task (Study 5) 

Table 20 provides the corresponding regression results for testing H1. As shown in Model 

1 of Table 20, NoBot subjects had a 47.1% accuracy rate. With the bot’s assistance, the accuracy 

of all groups except the InformBot groups increased significantly, relative to the baseline NoBot 

group. In particular, the ExplanationBot group achieved 37.3% higher accuracy than the NoBot 

group, whose performance is also significantly higher than the DisclaimerBot and AlertBot groups. 

The coefficients of ExplanationBot are significant in the models and the results of the tests 

comparing the coefficients also reveal statistically significant differences (p < 0.001). As presented 

in Model 2 of Table 20, the results are consistent when the models include a host of pretreatment 

variables as covariates. Thus, the results indicate that the explanation practice resulted in higher 

decision quality, relative to all other groups, which lends strong support to H1. As a robustness 

check, I also tried other measures of decision quality, and the results are aligned (See Appendix B 

Table 2).  
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Table 20 Mandatory Moderation Decision Quality (Study 5) 

Note: N= 166; *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; The constant represents the ‘NoBot’ condition; Covariates: 

Gender, age, education, race, income, marital status, knowledge level on legalization of marijuana, vote attitude about 

the legalization of marijuana, the frequency of online news reading, the frequency of online discussion participation 

(comment, reply, click vote, report any inappropriate contents) and version; none of them are statistically significant 

at p<0.05. 

 

I found the same pattern for voluntary moderation decision quality where I calculated the 

number of correct moderation decisions when users were free to interact with the bot on the 

discussion forum. For both forumAccuracySelf and forumAccuracy, I found that the 

ExplanationBot group achieved the highest decision-making quality and bot error detection rates 

than all other groups. Similar to what I observed in the mandatory moderation task, the InformBot 

group and NoBot group, again, exhibited the lowest level of decision quality and bot error detection 

rates.  

6.2.4 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects on Decision Making Quality 

As the results in Table 20 demonstrate, the self-generated explanation treatment had the 

highest positive impact on decision quality. To explore the heterogeneity of this treatment effect 

on subjects, I analyzed nonparametric causal trees, which are regression trees used for the 

prediction of treatment effects. Causal trees partition the covariate space into a decision tree that 

Variables Model 1 [95% Conf. Interval] Model 2 [95% Conf. Interval] 

DisclaimerBot 0.080 -0.009 0.170 0.061 -0.033 0.155 

AlertBot 0.292*** 0.200 0.383 0.293*** 0.201 0.385 

InformBot 0.121** 0.030 0.213 0.109* 0.016 0.201 

ExplanationBot 0.373*** 0.281 0.465 0.370*** 0.276 0.465 

Constant 0.471*** 0.419 0.524 0.670** 0.204 1.136 

Covariates No Yes 

Coefficient 

comparison 

Disclaimer - Alert = 0 𝜒2=12.48; p < 0.001 

Disclaimer - Inform = 0 𝜒2=6.13; p < 0.05 

Disclaimer - Explanation = 0 𝜒2=39.75; p < 0.001 

Alert – Inform = 0 𝜒2=34.85; p < 0.001 

Alert –  Explanation  = 0 𝜒2=7.42; p < 0.01 

Inform –  Explanation  = 0 𝜒2=74.44; p < 0.001 
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minimizes prediction error while estimating constant treatment effects within each leaf of the tree 

(Athey et al. 2017). I used the causal tree method to evaluate how subjects respond differently to 

the self-generated explanation prompts. Specifically, I used the causalTree package in R for 

analysis and used tenfold cross-validation to avoid overfitting (Athey et al. 2017). As shown in 

Figure 12, I find that knowledge on the topic and prior forum interaction habits are the most 

influential factors moderating the impact of explanation treatment on decision making quality. For 

mandatory tasks (Figure 12, left), I found the impact of explanation depends on topic knowledge 

and prior forum interaction habits. Specifically, subjects who are not familiar with the topic and 

had limited forum interaction experience benefitted substantially more from the ExplanationBot 

treatment (their accuracy in classifying messages was 31%).  

For voluntary moderation tasks (Figure 12, right), age is another factor in addition to 

domain knowledge and prior forum interaction habits. Specifically, novice subjects (who had 

limited domain knowledge and forum interaction experience) younger than 21 benefited the most 

from the explanation treatment (their accuracy in classifying messages was 33%).  

  

Figure 12 Heterogeneity of the Self-Generated Explanation on Decision Quality (Study 5) 

Note: N=166; left: Mandatory task; Right: Voluntary task; Left: causal effect=0.276, Right: causal 

effect=0.346 
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To understand where subjects allocated their attention, I compared the heatmaps generated 

from the mouse movement data across four experiment groups. A heatmap is a graphical 

representation of data that uses colors to visualize the mouse hovering and staying time (Deng and 

Poole 2010, Gomez-Marin et al. 2014). Heatmaps can be used to identify trends, patterns, and 

correlations in the data, and have been widely used to analyze and display social media activity 

(Ravenscraft 2020).  

  

(a) DisclaimerBot (b) AlertBot 

  

(c) InformBot (d) ExplanationBot 

 

Figure 13 Heatmaps Generated from Mouse Movement across groups (Study 5) 

As shown in Figure 13, the bigger the circle, the more mouse clicks were recorded at the 

location. The darker the circle, the longer time the mouse stayed.  Overall, the items with bigger 

and darker circles are the items that subjects paid the most and longest attention to. I found subjects 

in all groups paid attention to the comment to be moderated. There is evidence supporting that 

subjects in the Disclaimer, Alert, and Explanation treatments paid attention to the bots’ advice. 

However, subjects in InformBot group barely referred to the bots’ advice (see the arrow pointed 

in the Figure 13 (c)). Please note that I took the heatmap results from one out of five mandatory 
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moderation tasks for illustration purposes. The results for the rest of the four mandatory content 

moderation tasks present similar patterns. 

6.2.5 Complacency Potential as Potential Underlying Mechanism 

I compared the differences in complacency potential across the experiment groups. I took 

the average of the ten items in the AICP-R, which used a 1-5 Likert scale. The higher the score, 

the higher complacency level the subject holds for the bot. The DisclaimerBot group has the 

highest level of complacency (3.355), and the InformBot group has the lowest level of 

complacency (2.630). AlertBot and ExplanationBot groups have similar levels of complacency 

potential (2.685 and 2.681, respectively). Next, I further examined the two dimensions of 

complacency potential: (a) the attitude of alleviating workload to automation and (b) the lack of 

awareness to monitor the automation performance. As shown in Figure 14, I found that the 

DisclaimerBot group displayed a high willingness to delegate workload to the bot (3.862) and 

lower awareness of monitoring the bots’ performance (2.152). With a similarly low level of 

monitoring the bots’ performance awareness (2.230), the willingness of delegating work to the bot 

of the InformBot group is significantly lower than all other groups. As expected, both 

ExplanationBot (3.215) and AlertBot group (2.704) perceived a higher level of responsibility to 

monitor the bots’ performance than the other two groups. However, only ExplanationBot group 

remained willing to delegate the moderation work to the bot (3.259) whereas the willingness of 

alleviating workload to the bot of AlertBot group is lower (3.074).  
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Figure 14 Complacency comparison across group (Study 5) 

Note.  Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the mean  

I then assessed whether the main effect of explanation on decision making quality was 

mediated by reduced complacency potential. I used the causal mediation package for testing and 

found support for this prediction (Li et al. 2021). As shown in Figure 15, for the mandatory task, 

self-generated explanation is negatively related with complacency potential, and complacency 

potential is negatively correlated with decision quality. As shown in the casual mediation analysis 

results in the Table 21, complacency potential partially mediated the effect of the self-generated 

explanation on decision quality (14.2% and 33.8% respectively).  

 

Figure 15 Mediation Effect on Mandatory Decision Quality (Study 5) 

Note.  N = 170. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05. 
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Table 21. Causal Mediation analysis results (Mediator: Complacency Potential) 

Note: N=164. The mediation effect (ACME) is the total effect minus the direct effect. 

 

 

 

 

 
Mandatory Moderation Quality Voluntary Moderation Quality 

Mean [95% Conf. Interval] Mean [95% Conf. Interval] 

ACME 0.030 0.003 0.067 0.027 0.004 0.059 

Direct Effect 0.180 0.084 0.274 0.223 0.142 0.303 

Total Effect 0.209 0.118 0.304 0.250 0.173 0.329 

% of Total Effect 

Mediated 0.142 0.097 0.250 0.108 0.082 0.156 
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7.0 Discussion 

When collaborating with bots, it is a challenge for users to detect and rectify the bots’ errors 

without incurring algorithm aversion. Errors committed by bots based on machine learning-based 

algorithms are more unpredictable than those of rule-based algorithms, which exacerbates the 

challenges of error detection (Jordan and Mitchell 2015). This research demonstrates that a human-

AI task design that leverages self-generated explanations of bot actions can help users avoid 

algorithm aversion and improve decision-making. In our experiments, participants detected more 

algorithmic errors and achieved higher decision-making quality when they were prompted to 

explain how an algorithm had arrived at certain conclusions, compared to participants who were 

directly shown how the algorithm works and its limitations. This generation effect was mediated 

by a reduction in automation-induced complacency. Finally, even working with an less accurate 

algorithm, participants who experienced the generation effect achieved higher decision-making 

quality, although they grew disengaged below a certain threshold of bot accuracy. By comparing 

four error management training strategies, I found that receiving a simple disclaimer about the 

bot’s imperfections did not prevent users from overreliance on the bot. The users who were 

informed of the potential risks of overreliance became more alert to the algorithm, and they 

expelled additional effort to make sense of the bots’ suggestions. In contrast, users who were 

directly informed about the bot’s errors became aversive and discarded its recommendations, 

which hurt their overall decision performance. I summarize my findings in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 Mediation Effect on Mandatory Decision Quality (Study 5) 

7.1 Implications for Researchers Studying Human-AI Hybrid Designs 

This paper has explored the human-AI relationship from a collaboration perspective. Quite 

a few studies on AI have focused on the interaction perspective between humans and bots, or how 

humans react differently to humans vs. algorithms, but missing the perspective that humans and 

bots can be team members and complement each other (Chandra et al. 2022, Ebrahimi et al. 2022, 

Qiu and Benbasat 2014, Riedl et al. 2014, Wang and Benbasat 2016, Yuan and Dennis 2019). We 

have explored one inhibitory factor for successful human-AI collaboration: end-users' 

dichotomous expectations about the AI's imperfections, ranging from expecting perfection to 

having zero tolerance for any errors.  

Considering the possibility of humans serving as end-users in the loop, our study 

contributes to the discussion on improving high quality data input from users for learning-based 

algorithms (Jordan and Mitchell 2015). Training data quality has an immense impact on the 
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efficiency, accuracy and complexity of machine learning tasks. Data remains susceptible to errors 

and irregularities that may be introduced during collection, aggregation or annotation stages. 

Errors, biases, and data limitations could be addressed by end-users if they were to interact with 

the AI mindfully and identify any errors (Neff and Nagy 2016). Their corrected input could be 

used as input to adaptively train the algorithm and improve its accuracy. While researchers and 

practitioners have focused on improving the quality of models (such as neural architecture search 

and automated feature selection), efforts towards improving data quality from the end-user 

perspective have been limited. Our paper is meant as a steppingstone for improving data quality 

from the end-users, by highlighting the role of self-generated explanations.  

To manage users’ expectations on bot performance, our findings indicate that researchers 

should explore ways to trigger users to identify bot imperfections, rather than relying on direct 

notifications. Most extant training for managing users’ expectations on AI treat users as passive 

information receivers and directly provide them with proceduralized training about bots’ 

imperfections (Montazemi and Wang 2015). Our study findings suggest that passive notifications 

about bot imperfections do not mitigate overreliance on bots. Instead, researchers should focus on 

designing interventions that engage users in the error detection process. For example, 

implementing interactive prompts or challenges that encourage users to critically evaluate bot 

recommendations and identify potential errors could raise their awareness and vigilance. 

Alternative mechanisms for error detection delegation should be investigated, considering 

the potential for reducing user complacency. Our research highlights the importance of addressing 

complacency, which can hinder users' ability to detect algorithmic errors. Future research could 

explore different approaches to delegating error detection responsibilities to users, such as 

providing feedback mechanisms that require active user input or incorporating gamification 
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elements to maintain users' engagement and attentiveness. By mitigating complacency, researchers 

could improve error detection in human-AI hybrid designs. 

Lastly, our study highlights that active discovery can be effective even with less accurate 

bots, increasing the generalizability of the approach. Traditionally, high bot accuracy has been 

considered a critical factor in user acceptance and reliance. However, this research demonstrates 

that active user involvement, through self-generated explanations and understanding of the 

algorithm, can compensate for lower accuracy. Researchers should investigate the conditions 

under which active discovery can improve error detection, regardless of bot accuracy. This would 

expand the potential applicability of human-AI hybrid designs to domains where highly accurate 

algorithms may not be feasible or readily available. 

7.2 Implications for Researchers Studying Online Communities 

This study addresses moderation behaviors, an understudied type of engagement in online 

communities (Ray et al. 2014). We recognize moderation behaviors as a valuable form of user 

engagement in fostering healthy and productive online communities. Researchers studying online 

communities should consider the role of moderation and explore how algorithms and humans can 

collaborate to create environments that encourage positive interactions, minimize toxic behavior, 

and promote a sense of community ownership. 

We propose a new approach to managing online discussion involving the collaborative 

efforts of imperfect algorithms and humans to build and sustain engaging communities. The 

management of cyberbullying and online harassment in online communities has drawn 

considerable attention in the IS community (Chan et al. 2019, James et al. 2017, Lowry et al. 2016, 
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2017, 2019, Matook et al. 2022). Various top-down designs have been developed to control online 

harassment (Lowry et al. 2017). With a bottom-up approach, the paper demonstrates the possibility 

of involving users in the process and increasing algorithms’ power over the long run, to build a 

self-organizing community. Instead of relying solely on human moderators or fully automated 

systems, we suggest a hybrid approach that combines the strengths of both humans and bots. 

Researchers should investigate methods to integrate imperfect algorithms into the moderation 

process, allowing them to assist human moderators in identifying and addressing problematic 

content, while still involving users in the decision-making and error detection processes. 

The valence of bots deployed in online communities should not be overlooked, as positive 

bots tend to increase engagement. Our research findings indicate that deploying positive bots, 

which provide constructive feedback and support, can promote user engagement in online 

communities. Researchers studying online communities should explore the effects of bot valence 

on user behavior, interaction patterns, and community dynamics. By understanding how different 

bot characteristics influence user engagement, designers can optimize bots’ deployment to foster 

positive and thriving online communities. 

7.3 Implications for News Forums and Designers 

Crowdsourcing content moderation can be a viable option for news forums and designers 

when users are provided with bots as assistants and prompted to detect bot errors. News forums 

and designers can leverage users’ collective intelligence by involving them in the moderation 

process. By integrating bots as assistants and encouraging users to identify and report bot errors, 

news forums can improve the quality and reliability of user-generated content. Thus, researchers 
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and designers should investigate strategies for implementing crowdsourced moderation, 

considering the unique characteristics and challenges of news forums.  

A virtuous cycle for self-organizing communities can be created by establishing a feedback 

loop between vigilant users and efficient bots. This study’s findings suggest that an iterative 

process of user-bot interaction can lead to self-organizing communities. When users detect and 

report bot errors, the bots can learn and improve, which, in turn, enhances user trust and 

engagement. News forums and designers should design systems that foster this feedback loop, 

allowing for the continuous refinement and improvement of both human-AI collaboration and the 

overall community experience.  

Designers should employ diverse methods to involve users while also alerting them of bot 

imperfections. In doing so, it is crucial for designers to balance users' awareness of bot 

imperfections with their willingness to collaborate with the bots. Designers should explore 

different strategies, such as providing informative and transparent explanations of bot limitations, 

incorporating interactive elements that encourage user input, and designing user interfaces that 

facilitate users' understanding of how the bots work. By involving users while managing their 

expectations, designers could create more effective and satisfying human-AI collaborative 

systems.  

Moderation tasks should be distributed based on users' profiles and timing, and considering 

heterogeneity. To optimize the distribution of moderation tasks, news forums and designers should 

consider users' profiles, expertise, and availability. By tailoring the allocation of moderation 

responsibilities to users' characteristics, such as their domain knowledge or their previous 

performance in error detection, forums could ensure that tasks are assigned to the most qualified 

individuals. Additionally, considering that users' timing preferences and availability could help 
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distribute moderation tasks evenly and reduce stress on specific users or time periods, this would 

promote inclusivity and diversity in the moderation process. 

7.4 Limitations and Future Research 

7.4.1 The enduring effects of self-generated explanations 

Although we found support for higher algorithmic error detection rates when prompting 

for generation effects via explanation, it would be worthwhile to study whether such effects could 

endure multiple tasks, and if not, what other interventions could serve the long-term mindful 

anticipation of errors.  Encouraging mindful awareness requires intensive and repeated exercises. 

One classic and widely cited study (Shapiro et al. 2012) required participants to complete eight 

weekly, two-hour sessions and attend a half-day retreat (a total of 20 hours). Daily home practice 

sessions based on audio instructions were accompanied by daily monitoring of both formal and 

informal meditation practices in a diary. While it would be outlandish to require such intensity in 

a casual and informal situation like an online community, these practices might be scalable down 

to a more manageable level with novel platform designs. 

7.4.2 The dynamics of human-AI collaboration 

One assumption of this paper is that users’ error detection behaviors will be consistent in 

improving the data input quality for iterations of algorithms. However, users may exhibit distinct 

reactions and behaviors towards a bot in subsequent interactions compared to their initial 
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interaction. Since our experimental design is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, we lack 

evidence to demonstrate the emergence of the hypothesized virtuous cycle. Future research could 

test the dynamics of human-AI collaboration in a closed cycle, i.e., exploring whether users react 

differently to an erring bot after their first round of interaction, and assessing whether user input 

indeed increases algorithms’ accuracy, and how such a process could further motivate users to 

detect algorithmic errors. 

7.5 Conclusion 

This study has demonstrated the effectiveness of prompting users to provide self-generated 

explanations about how a bot arrives at certain recommendations as a means to increase their 

awareness of the bot’s imperfections and improve decision-making quality. Human-AI task 

designs that leverage the generation effect have the potential to reduce automation-induced 

complacency and improve user engagement with bots for continuous improvement of learning-

based systems. 
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